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Boy Scout TroopjK.inney-Melquist Post Has New Home

Is Formed By a Group Of
Men In St. Bernard’s
A business meet ng was held at
Alfred S. Plourd’s cottage, and
plans made for the sponsoring of a
new Boy Scout troop in Rockland,
by a group of men in St. Bernard’s
parish. Out of town guests were:
Lee Warren, Field Scout Executive,
Pine Tree Counci,, Gardiner. Vir
gil C. Jackson, chairman organiza
tion executive, Knox District, Pine
Tree Council, Camden; Willard
White from Camden and Rev.
Charles F. Bennett, pastor of St
Bernard’s Church.
Others
present
were:
Paul
Plourd, Alfred S. Plourd. Antcnio
G alia no, George Robishaw. and
Leo La Croix.
An institutional scout committee
was selected. Following is the list
of officers; Rev. Charles F. Ben
nett, chapla.n Paul Plourd. chair
man; Leo LaCroix secretary and
Treasurer; Antonio Galana. oublicity manager; George Robishaw,
Scoutmaster; Woodrow Meicier.
institutional director; Nino Anastasio. director.
New members will be added to
the committee' in the near future.
The next meet ng will be held
in the basement cf St. Bernard’s
Churcth, Wednesday. Oct. 5. It will
be attended by local scovt troupe
202 and 203, who will put on a
demonstra’ion for candidates for
the new troop.
Alfred S Plourd served a delicious
lobster stew.
All boys between ages 11 and 14
are invited to see the scouting dem
onstration the said troops will put
on. After the meeting refreshments
will be served by the comm ttee.
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Heard Warden Lovell
Tells Brunswick Rotary Club
About Affairs At State
k
Prison

SATURDAY
ISSUE

4-H CLUBS WELCOMED HERE
The citizens of Rockland welcome the members of the 4-H
Clubs of Knox and Lincoln Counties to Rockland today on the
occasion at their annual exhibition which is being held in the
auditorium of Rockland High School.
The record of 500 completed projects in the past year by
the 400 members of the 38 clubs in the two coastal counties is
oustanding and a marked tribute to the industry and desire for
education on the part of the school age members, both boys and
girls.
County Agent Ralph C. Wentworth. 4-H Club Agent Mrs.
Loana Shibles and the adult club leaders in the area, all of
whom have given unselfishly of their time and knowledge to
further the program, are to be congratulated.
A cordial invitation is extended to the 4-H Clubs to return
to Rockland again, and again, for their annual exhibition.
Osgood A. Gilbert, Chairman. Rockland City Council; Fred
C. Gatcombe, President. Rockland Chamber of Commerce:
Harold L. Colbeth. President, Rockland Junior Chamber of
Commerce: the Publisher and Staff of The Courier-Gazette

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Joseph Denny of Northfield, Vt.,
got the surprise of his life Tuesday
morning when he heard a crashing
of glass and awoke to find a startled
deer .n his bedroom . The deer
(two e’s) made an immediate exit
through the shattered window.

Guest speaker at the Monday
noon luncheon meeting of the
Brunswick Rotary Club was J.
Wallace Lovell, warden of the
State of Maine Prison at ThomasAn observant friend of The Black
ton.
Cat came across this personal item
Warden Lovell .aid that the pri
in the Rockland Free Press of Oct.
son a. Thomaston was built in 1823
4 1882:
around an old quarry and its laMiss Jessie Dermot leaves for
cilities were long ago outgrown
New York next Monday, and will
The staff at the prison, however, is
go with her father in the bark
doing the best it can with the lim
Will Case, to Spain.”
ited facilities he added, pointing
Lo.al readers were much inter
out that the ideal situation for a
ested in these lines, but the world
prison is on a tract of lOcO acres
never turned a hair. Only a few
or more of flat land, much differ
years later the world literally and
ent from Thomaston’s crowued
figuratively, was worshipping at
quarters.
Jessie Dermot's shrine For Jessie
He went on to say that at the
Dermot proved to be Maxine Elliott
present time there are 435 inmates
one of the most beautiful and fa
at tlie prison, many ol whom work
mous actresses of her day. She died
at various trades to maintain
in Cannes, France, never having
build.ngs and grounds of the pri
revisited the home of her girlhood.
The
city
recreational
program
at
tained
from
DiRenzo
by
calling
son. Other prisoners. Warden Lov
—o—
ell said, have an opportunity to the Community Building ofticcallj 398-W.
A subscriber, Allison M Watts ol
make furniture and to do uphol opens Wednesday Oct. 5. according
St Johnsbury, Vt., noted reference
stering work, of which the Pfo- to director Mike DiRenzo.
to a recent address by Gov. Payne
ducts ol their labor are sold in a
A new feature is lhe introduc.
—
| expressing sentiments to the effect
shop outside tlie prison The pro-1
,
, ,
..
.tion of adult classes. First in this The First Meeting Of Local that "You cannot bring about
fits from the sale of furniture and
prosperity by discouraging thrift,"
upholstered work go into a welfare series wiu take Place with a meet
Group Will Be Held
etc. Mr. Watts, in a poem published
New Legion Home at Tenants Harbor is ideal (or purpose.
ing
ol
the
adult
Badminton
group
fund which makes possible the out.
by this paper in the Fall of 1940,
Wednesday Night
The accompanying photograph, lighting effects to make it effective.,a time after purchasing the build- fitting of baseball, softball, volley Oct. 11 followed by the organiza
dwelt upon a similar theme and en
tion
of
the
business
men
’
s
class
on
The first meeting of the Rockland titled his work. “New Deal Wis
sows the new home of the Kinney- "The landscaping will oe under the ing ana land,
ball and football teams, the War
the 13th.
The dances every W( cne-day den said.
Booster Club for the current year dom.' Would it be a case of great
Meiquist Post No. 34. Ameri an Le supervision of a professional, but
Another point
Warden Lovell The model airplane club and will be held next Wednesday. 7.30 minds agreeing?
gion and its Auxiliary Unit No. 34 his will not be attempted until ’ night at Odd Fellows hall are well
attended
and
the
monies
received
emphasized
was
the
interest shown camera club wiU hold meetings in
p. m. at Rockland High Sehccl.
The location of this building is in Spring.
Clifton C. Lufkin of Gen Cove
by
many
inmates
in
Sunday morn the Farnsworth Museum and will
from
same
go
towards
cur
in

Many donations too numeious to
Tenant's Harbor on Route 131.
All present members should attend strode into The Courier-Gazette
start
operations
Oct.
4.
Another
ing church services. Alcoholics An
debtedness.
mention,
hive
teen
received
ana
making it very accessible to all
Plans are also in the mak’r.g to onymous also holds meetings with, new feature is the opening of if possible to make it a banner office the other day and deposited
cacli don;.tion is grea.ly apprecia
who may visit it.
hold
beano parties in ;he new in the prison, the Warden related, classes on Saturday morning for opening for the coming year. The on The Black Cat's desk a basket
From the small porch on the side ted.
school children of grammar school
public is cordially invited to learn whose contents would turn a Farm
All the labor is done by the mem home to further increase our assets -o that many of the inmates affect
one has a beautiful view of the
age.
Bureau green with envy They in
ed
by
alcohol
will
not
fear
it
as
a
and
reduce
as
scon
as
possible
all
harbor with the many boats an.I bers oi he Post and he Auxiliary,
The bowling leagues will come more about the Boaster Club, its cluded three articles which are not
pre-en liabilities. Card parties is danger when they are released
and
tach
in
turn
has
done
excep

the foliage surrounding the spa
under the supervision of the recrea functions ana purposes. Various generally exploited by the county
another event that will start soop. from Prison. Proof of the value of
cious grounds, it makes an excep tional fine work The lumber nec
tion department this year. The committee.-, are io be formed and a
essary io. repairs and renovations These will be held Friday evenings A.A. in the Prison was pointed out ladies' league starts rolling Oct. 3 board of directors will be appoint agent, sweet potatoes, peanuts
tional pictorial setting.
pulled from the ground,
by
Warden
Lovell
when
he
reveal

Who Will Serve the Knox The house itself contains many has been donated by members of i each week throughout the Win- ed that of 30 parolees who were and will be followed the next day ed by President Cuccinnello for the freshly
and yes. a watermelon. The com
the Post.
■ ter msnths. As this venture U
County Community Con looms, that will in time be com Plans are in the formation for a somewhat new. hopes are for jii members of A.A. at Thomaston by the opening matches of the current year. Lets all attend and bination was turned over to our
make this year's Booster Club even
pletely renovated. The first floor is
men’s league.
cert Association
thorough going bookkeeper Jesse
State Prison, only one violated his
fonnai dedication of the Post's new SO d attendance
so arranged that the Post and Aux
Additional information on the more successful than ihe previous Eradstreet for an expert examina
The building.witii its large park- parole because of alcohol.
Mrs. Nathalie Snow, chairman of iliary will be able to hold their home It is hoped to have such a
recreation program may be ob year.
tion.
The prison also operates a large
the Knox County Community Con meetings separately or united as ceremony early in November and Dig area, shculd be a busy place
—O—cert Association which opens its the case may be. There is a large it will include the General Public this FaI1 and Winter, as something farm which supplies the prison and
Ann Peterson of Bog road, with
will
probably
be
going
on
most,other
state
institutions
with
farm
1949-50 campaign Oct. 17. an kitchen, which with a few im especially.
the assistance of two other young
produce. Warden Lovell said in
nounced the following appoint provements, will be very attractive.
The Post is commanded by Orel every night in the week.
sters brought to this office yester
discussing
the
prison
’
s
program.
The
Legion
program
is
a
big
one
Nationally
Employ
the
Physically
Handicapped
Week
ments this week:
The color scheme of the Post’s Gehrman and the Unit President
day a large sheaf of raspberries,
October 2-8. 1949
At Christmas time, many of the
and now that the Pest has its own
Camden chairman. Milford Pay- I rooms Is Cameo Rose on the walls is Mrs. Catherine Pryor.
some of them dead ripe and others
Now, Therefore. I, Osgood A Gilbert, Chairman, City Coun
son; Union. Isabelle Abbott; Rock- i with a white ceiling.
The house committee consists of home ii will be able to concentrate convicts made more than 600 toys
cil, Rockland, do hereby call upon the people to observe the
showing similar inclination.
and try and carry out its many which were distributed to orphan
port, Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton;
week of October 2. 1949, as Nationally Employ the Physically
The Auxiliary rooms have no; Ma!co!m Pierson Dona'd Wood.
ages throughout the state, while
Handicapped Week, and to cooperate in every way in carrying
Thomaston, Mrs. Lawrence F. Shes- been refinished as yet, but plan- Arthur Ingersoll, Ralph Cline and objectives.
R S. Sherman remembers Louis
out the purposes of the week. I would like to call upon all
\Vhat makes a Post click? The other inmates provided Christmas
ler, Jr.; and Junior Division chair are to make them as colorful as Norman Martin tot the Post and
Sockalexis, the famous Indian
public officials, as well as upon leaders of industry and labor,
answer is s mple.
Just “little ol" dinners for needy families in the
man Miss Dorothy Lawry, Rock
player every time he views a scar
of civic, veterans’ farm, women’s and fraternal organizations,
possible. The drapes, shades and Mrs. Gladys Mills with Mrs. Doris
co-operation
from
its
members
and
Thomaston
area.
Warden
Lovell
land.
Jacobson
for
tlie
Auxiliary,
cn
one of his hand.s Ray was a
and
of
other
groups
representative
of
our
community
life,
to
curtains to correspond with the col.
lend their full support to the observance of the week, in order
Rockland workers named to date
The new home cf Kiin.ey-Mel- this Post certainly has that, for the declared.
Grammar school player, and cut
ored wails, are being furnished by
to enlist public interest in employment of the physically handi
In conclusion. Warden Lovell
include Mrs. Katherine Derry,
quist Post, No. 34. and its Auxil  renovation of the building speaks
one of his hands badly when he
ihe ladies Auxiliary.
capped.
for itself.
Miss Hazel Bohn. Mrs. Louise Burasked his listeners to believe that
ary
Unit.
No.
34.
cf
Si.
Gecrge,
ran into a barbed wire fence while
The general public and employers in particular, should
A large parking area is being
bess, Mrs. Adah Roberts, Mrs. Net
all inmates at the prison are not
which
is
located
in
Tenant's
Har

chasing a fly.
Sockalexis was
know
of
the
wonderful
work
being
done
by
the
hundreds
of
prepared. TIT space is floodlighted
Manganese deposits in Uruguay
tie B. Frost, Miss Katherine A.
physically handicapped workers already placed in commerce
bad, although he expressed concern
bor, is undergoing a gradual reno
playing in the next lot.
o make parking easy.
are being offered to Americans for over the fact that many of the con
and industry in the State of Maine and, therefore. I would
Veazie. Miss Marian Ginn, Mrs
In front of the building there vation. Tlie combined house ccni- exploitation.
request all employers to contact the nearest Employment Se
The hobo, according to Oval Mir
Leonise Delano, Mrs. Esther Gold
victs
were
"repeaters"
who
have
curity Office and obtain information in relation to the particular
will be a flag pole, at the base of m ttees of both organizations have
ror. had asked the pla n-clothes
berg, Miss Nadine Bowden, Miss
returned to the prison time and
formulated
plans
to
improve
the
kind
of
work
which
might
be
performed
bv
those
physically
which will be placed a Memorial
man for a dime. "Don't you ever
Anna Bullard, Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo,
handicapped now seeking jobs through the Maine Employment
time again.—Brunswick Record
to the veterans of all Wars, who inside as well as the outside This
work?" the officer asked.
Offices and to give these workers an opportunity to prove their
Mrs. Faith Berry.
committee
is
so
organized,
that
it
have paid the Supreme sacrifice
worth.
"Now and then," said the hobo.
The
annual
elections
of
Knox
I would call upon the Churches, the Service Clubs, and all
The University of Arizona has 23 The base will be so arranged that sees to it. every member will have
“What do you do?”
County Camera Club will be held at
some
job
to
do,
in
order
to
save
other
organizations
holding
gatherings
of
our
citizens
during
lettermen back for its 1949 football flowers can be planted and kept
"This and that.”
Farnsworth
Museum
next
Tuesday
the
week,
tc
plan
programs
which
will
call
attention
to
the
schedule.
under perpetual care, with special time and prepare for Winter oc
“Where?’’
necessity of providing opportunities for these physically handi
night. Edmund Barnard of the
cupancy.
capped workers to rehabilitate themselves. And remember—
“Oh. here and there."
High School faculty will show mo
It is hoped to have a formal dedi
they don’t want charity, they want jobs. It’s ability that counts
The plain-clothes man took him
tion pictures on the Galapagos
cation of this new home as soon as
—not disability. Let’s give them a chance.
EVERY SATURDAY
down to the station and locked him
Islands and a camera cleaning ses
Respectfully submitted.
possible and the house committee
sion will be held.
OSGOOD A. GILBERT,
up. "When do I get out of here?”
is siriving io that end.
Chairman, City Council.
the hobo wailed.
The Post has been complimented
"Oh," said the officer, “soon
irargJHJHjarejzfBjHjHjaiajHjzjHranjj;
TO TAKE OUT
many times by various persons on
or later.’’—Boston Globe’s Dally
the
amount
of
w
’
ork
done
in
so
short
Baked by “Aunt Del"
•irajaiajzjaigrararajajBrararejarafajBrenuarargjHJBraizjzjarajarajarani Story.

HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY

Recreational Program Will Open Oct. 5—
Serves Youth and Aduits As Well

Boostei Club

Concert Chairmen

PROCLAMATION

HOME BAKED YELLOW EYE BEANS

NOTICE

30c PINT — 55c QUART

THIS STORE

NOW THEY ARE READY

TRY OUR

GREGORY’S

DELICIOUS COLE SLAW

FOOTBALL

25c PINT — 50c QUART

FORECAST

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

BY JOE HARRIS

SAM RUBENSTEIN
MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.

SATURDAY. OCT. 1

J^rajSjgjgiaiafZfafaiBjRjziafHrajrj

MacINTOSH, WEALTHY and WOLF RIVER
Thurston’s Cider—As Always Fresh From the Press
We are always glad to see our old friends
and ready to make new ones.

FALL PLOWING

THURSTON ORCHARDS

377 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE
90-94

CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR WHEN INSERTED
OR A CREDIT ESTABLISHED
Hereafter, classified ads for The CourierGazette, when mailed in, must be accompanied by
cash or with established account, and phoned in
ads can be accepted ONLY from those with estab
lished credit at this office.

This is sound business practice and is made
necessary by the non-payment of a large percent
age of these small ads.

If you wish to mail or phone in classified ads, and
do NOT have a regular advertising account with
this newspaper, please step in and arrange such a
credit. Otherwise, ALL Classifieds—CASH. ‘‘50
CENTS ONE TIME -3 FOR A DOLLAR—FOR 3
LINES.”

PHONE 770 IF IN DOUBT
84-tf

Pyrofax Gas Service can be
installed in your home. Il’s
clean, fast, dependable, ihe
perfect fuel for cooking . . .
water healing . . . and refrig
eration. See us iodayl

HAOf^P MA»K

Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

Probable

Probable

Winners

Losers

and Scores

and Scores

Springfield
Navy
Wesleyan
Brou n
Armv
Michigan
Harvard
Cornel!
Illinois
Penn
Middlebury

20
2)
20
14
14
21
27
20
27
27
20

Maine
Princeton
Bowdoin
Holy Cross
Penn State
Stanford
Columbia
Colgate
Wisconsin
Dartmouth
Bates

WILL BE
CLOSED ALL DAY
MONDAY. OCTOBER 3

0
14
0
7
7
7
14
7
20
13
6

I-ast Week's College Recap
83 Right, 17 Wrong (2 Ties)
83ri Accuracy
Complete List of Harris' Pre
dictions for Friday, Saturday,
md Sunday Games May Be Seen

Albert E. MacPhail
415 MAIN ST.. KOCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738
79-S-tf

GREGORY’S

116 MAIN ST..
TEL 294
ROCKLAND, ME.

Get Your Fall Plowing
Done Now.
BOG HARROW
Y'our Pasture Land or Tough
Sod Land Now.
BALED HAY AND
WINTER SQUASH FOR SALE

NEIL RUSSELL
TELEPHONE 408

90-95

Mobil-flame
SOCONYVACUUM

BOTTLED
GAS

R. E. THURSTON

TEL. 4-2.
UNION. OFF ROUTE 17
ijaigjHrgfaRrejaigJziaiBi5rgJZJHiHigrefgiBjgjBfaiHjHjHraiHiBjHrafaiaj7

SEE US

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1135-W

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest fron
the Towns Listed Belov
Appear in This Issue.
WARREN
THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN
CAMDEN
FRIENDSHIP
EAST FRIENDSHIP
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
EAST LIBERTY
NORTH HAVEN
OWL’S HEAD
ROCKPORT
UNION

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

BEANO! BEANO! BEANO!

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
American Legion Home
MAVERICK STREET, ROCKLAND
SPONSORED BY' POST

FULL LINE OF
APPROVED APPLIANCES

Hans Wagner stole three bases
one game in the 1909 World’s Se
1 tes.

If I had my life to live again,
would have made a rule to rea
some poetry and listen to som
music at least once a week. Th
loss of these tastes Is a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.

WHY, LOVELY CHARMER?
Why. lovely charmer, tell me wh'
So very kind, and yet so shy?
Why does that cold, frobidding a
Give damps of sorrow and despair
Or why that smile my soul subdu
And kindle up my flames anew!
In vain you strive with all yot

Game Starts 8.00 P. M.

art.
By turns to fire and freeze fi
heart;

FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Bus Terminal at 7.30 for Legion Home.
Leave Home at 10.30 on Free Return Trip.
ENTIRE PROCEEDS FOR KNOX COUNTY’ POLIO FUND

When I behold a face so fair,
So sweet a look, so soft an air.
My ravished soul is charmed ’ a

82-S-tf

I cannot love thee less or more.
—Anonymous.

o’er,

New Game Birds

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

Maine Sportsmen May Be
Stalking Them Within
Few Years
Sportsmen may be stalking two
new game birds in Maine in a
tew years.

The Fish and Wildlife Service
says that two new birds from Scan
dinavia—the European black grouse
and the capercazie—will be tried
out in Maine if the service gets
enough of them. The grouse is
bigger than the ordinary grouse.
The capercazie is as big as a tur
key but chunkier.
The birds thrive in a climate
similar to that of the Northern
states, said Dr. Gardiner Bump.
Doctor Bump sent to this country
from Sweden more than 50 of the
birds. Some have been released
in Lake Superior. Wis., and others
are on a game farm at Poynette.
Wis.
“If we get several hundred birds,
we may try them out in Maine, in
Idaho. Washington and Western
Montana, and even in Alaska," he
said.

In Municipal Court
Michael Sutela of St. George, in
continued hearing 'Wednesday
morning, was found guilty of drunk
en driving and fined $100 and costs
of court of $4 82 The charges by
Trooper Whitmore of the State
Police arose from an accident in
Thomaston earlier in the week in
which several persons were in
a

[EDITORIAL]
THE "ROUND-UP" BANQUET
Maine Boosters and a good many of us have been listed
in that category since Gov. Payne began to boom his State,
will have their round-up dinner in Auburn Oct. 17. An un
usually interesting panel of Maine business leaders will
present the results of a business promotion survey now being
conducted by the Bureau and it will be an eye-opener to all
Maine people and to business interests generally throughout
the nation because this is the first survey of its kind in the
history of State-wide promotional and development pro
grams. Participants in this presentation will be: James M.
Acheson, president. Maine Hotel Association; Harold E Bry
ant. president. Maine State Chamber of Commerce; Richard
W. Feyler, superintendent, General Seafoods Corp.; Robert
N. Haskell, general manager, Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.;
and Clyde B. Morgan, president. Associated Industries of
Maine.

AS DRY AS EVER
Oklahoma has Just held a special election to see if the
State would repeal the prohibitory law. But it didn't—not by
a jugful, meaning, of course, a figure of speech. For repeal,
240,000; against repeal. 300.000. Early returns from tradi
tionally dry rural counties gave the drys a lead that grew to
more than 60,000 at one stage of the counting. The State's
two largest cities—Oklahoma Ciy and Tulsa—went wet by
comfortable margins. But their votes could not overcome
the outstate swing. As a result. Oklahoma and Mississippi
remain the only States with absolute bans on intoxicants.

AUGUSTA S NEW BRIDGE
Augusta residents are "throwing out their chests.” proud
in the belief that the new $3,000,000 highway bridge over the
Kennebec River will b? open for travel by the end of Novem
ber. Fresh in our mind is the triumphant opening of the
Carlton Bridge, between Bath and Woolwich, and if Augusta
feels half as good about the forthcoming event as the Knox
and Lincoln towns did in the 20's it will be something to
write home about.

SUMMER REVENUES

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars.
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto

Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
82-tf

To bo sure of

best values
(QUALITY
PLUS PRICE)

Gross receipts of New England Summer resort pro
prietors increased 4.2 percent over the corresponding period
last year, while guest occupancy increased 4.6 percent. All
this in face of the competition imposed by foreign travel.
Resort hotels in the area received 3.1 percent more
money from 1.7 percent more guests. The larger increase
in receipts as against occupancy is the result of more tran
sient dining room business and more one-night business at
day rates. (Weekly rates are generally lower). Rates and
prices as a whole were close to last year's level. Tourist
lodging placs in New England received 9.1 percent more
money from 7.3 percent more guests during the period. The
tourist business was excellent until mid-August. In the last
tw'o weeks of August travel declined sharply. Through Aug. 1,
tourist lodging place receipts were 11.2 percent larger and
occupancy was 9 8 percent greater than during the corres
ponding period of the 1948 season.
New England boys' and girls' camps recorded one of
their best seasons with almost 3 percent more campers this
year than last. No measure is yet available for receipts, but
it is believed that they will show substantial increases. Camp
rates were higher this year because camp rates were set in
the fall of 1948 before prices and employment had begun to
level off and turn down.

NEARLY A HUNDRED NOW
Lots of Maine communities are still holding aloof from
the town manager form of government, but an Associated
Press writer points out that Maine leads all other States in
adoption of this system, no less than 98 cities and towns,
headed primarily by the city of Auburn, now being listed in
the town manager column. Adherents of the manager system
say it's just good Yankee economy to turn purse-strings over
to a career man whose job depends on his own efficiency, not
the ballot box. Opponents say the manager can defy the
people's wishes on how their money will be spent.

RESTRAINT OF TRADE

Go First To
z

Your Nearby

bis Is the Symbol of Service

'A«pl«yed in the stores of thousands
of independent hardwaremen
throughout the nation—your assur
ance of neighborly, personalized co
operation in keeping your family
needs supplied. So, look for this
•hield displayed by a store in your
nearest shopping center. And for the
utmost in satisfaction buy housewares and hardware needs there.
<£) IM, 1941, IATIISM RET lit MAMASA*E ASSOCiATNil

The Sherman Anti-Trust Act was originally intended to
prevent a company from acquiring a monopoly in its field,
and then raising prices. Now the Department of Justice
has a new slant altogether; and in its suits against the duPont de Nemours Company and the A&P Company, it claims
that, while a big company may not be a monopoly at all,
nevertheless if. through able management, it is able to charge
lower prices that its competitors, it still runs counter to the
Sherman Act. The argument seems to be that weaker
busineess judgments must not be crowded to the wall by
stronger, but that all in the field must sell the same product
at the same price.
It was the original thought of the Sherman Act that com
petition is the life of trade. If it still is—and isn't it?—then
why doesn’t the Government's present argument lead smack
into restraint of trade?
Some companies are now said to be actually raising their
prices to the level of those of weaker competitors in order to
guard themselves against Government attack.
Coal and steel unions demand industry-wide bargaining;
the auto workers are wiser in not doing so. They deal sep
arately with the big motor companies, and they gain strength
by it. If General Motors is struck, it's on tenter-hooks as
long as Ford and Chrysler are still turning out cars. On
the other hand, if all three should be struck at once—a policy
the union does not follow—their position will be stronger at
least to this extent, that they are all in the same boat. They
are all not making profits together.
Industry-wide bargaining is bad, because it may give
unions paralyzing monopolistic powers, which may well be
in restraint of trade, and may also overnight be against the
general welfare. The House version of the Taft-Hartley Act
prohibited such bargaining; but this clause was later struck
out. An amendment to allow it but only with consent of
management was killed by one vote. This kind of bargain
ing may yet be banned, and unions will be stronger by it.
—Press Herald.

Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, In Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
ments. Come in especially and see our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

CARR'S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
ROCKLAND, ME.,

Editions Of This Paper

The Friendship Junior High
School team behind good pitching
by Gordon Winchenbach, beat Den
nis Sawyer and the Thomaston
Jun or High team by a score of 13
to 5. Friendship got off to an early
start by getting two runs in the
first inning, but Thomaston tied it
up in the last half.
In the second inning the roof
caved in. Friendship got eight
runs. Thomaston did no more
scor ng until the third and fourth.
They got one in the third and two
in the fourth. But Friendship got
those three runs back in the sixth.

Beginning today and continuing
through Nov. 26, Gregory’s will pre
sent in The Courier-Gazette each
week the Joe Harris Intercollegiate
and Professional Football Forecast.
This is the most accurate football
forecast in the land, predicting not
only winners but probable scores
of all major games both collegiate
and professional.
Predictions, over a period of 10
years have been 82.4% accurate.
Thus far this season it has picked
123 college games correctly and
only 20 wrong—an accuracy of 86%.
Bill Stern. NBC's director of sports,
says it is amazingly accurate.’"
For last year's major bowl games

Harris picked the winners 100%,
predicting the exact final score of
the days biggest game—Northwestern's 20-to-14
victory over
California in the Rose Bowl. He
called the day’s biggest upset: Tex.
as' win over Georgia in the Orange
Bowl and the major bowl triumphs
turned in by Southern Methodist.
Williams and Mary, Bayler and
Villanova. Gregory's will publish on
the front page of The Courier-Ga
zette each Thursday, forecast for
some of the games to be played on
the following week-end. For this
weeks forecast see the front page
of this issue. The complete list
of predictions may be seen at the
stoie.

In cooperation with the Depart
ment of Inland Fisheries and Game
I wish to call attention to the
opening of Maine’s small game
hunting season October 1, the
waterfowl seasons Oct. 7 and Nov.
23, deer huntng in the six north
ern counties Oct. 21. and in the
remaining counties Nov. 1 to 30.
As Governor of Maine, I extend
an official greeting to the thou
sands of out-of-state sportsmen
who will come here to hunt, and
urge that they take advantage of
our well-trained Maine Guides to
assist them in having the best of
luck while with us.
To all hunters, both out-of-state
and resident, I urge caution with
firearms, handling boats, and woods

fires. Become familiar with our
game laws and cooperate with our
wardens in living up to these laws,
in order that Maine may enjoy the
safest and best hunting season in
its history.
It would be my suggestion that
hunters who are not familiar with
our woods and who do not take a
guide w'ith them, follow wellmarked trails to avoid being lost.
As part of his equipment, every
hunter should carry a compass,
matches and a hatchet.
Make your hunting trip a mem
orable one—“be sure your sights”
are on game and not a fellow
hunter before shooting.
Frederick G. Payne,
Governor of Maine.

Has Higher Goal

could assist health education teach
ers in secondary schools.
Among the suggestions was the
promotion of the Annual School
Press Project, jointly sponsored by
the National Tuberculosis associa
tion and the Columbia Scholastic
Press, for the purpose of develop
ing and understanding of commun
ity facilities for tuberculosis con
trol.

Sum Of $100,000 Is Sought
For the Sale Of Christ
mas Seals
Members of the state staff of
the Maine Public Health Associa
tion have unofficially set a state
wide goal of 5110.000 for the Christ
mas Seal Sale which opens Nov. 21.
The figure represents an 58.000
increase over last year's state
quota. Edmond P. Wells, MPHA
executive secretary, said that it
“seems justified as there are new
techniques continually being de
veloped in the field of tuberculosis
control which need to be introduced
in Maine in order to provide the
citizens of the State with the max
imum protection against the di
sease.”
Furthermore he commented that
“There still remains a large part
of Maine which is not serviced by
a local tuberculosis unit and ex
tension of coverage to all areas is
essential.”
Plans were adopted to initiate a
permanent tuberculosis diagnostic
clinic service on a trial basis in
Hancock, Knox, Lincoln, Sagada
hoc and Waldo counties in an ef
fort to work out a method of in
creasing the frequency of diag
nostic service throughout the en
tire state.
A plan was proved to create a
team of workers to conduct indoc
trination institutes in various cen
ters qf the state for the purpose ol
more thoroughly informing volun
teers, local board members and
workers of allied agencies of the
problems of tuberculosis control.
Mrs. Ruth O. Young of Augusta,
health education consultant, dis
cussed with the group ways in
which the tuberculosis associations
----------------------------------- --- •

WALDO

theatre

TEL. 24
70-tf

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

by D. Sawyer 1.

Friendship

Fetterola, rf .................... 3 10
Levan, If ........................... 3 0 0

Totals .......................... 27 4 18
ab h o a
Umpires,Frank Lee and James
Lee, c ................................ 5 15 1
Richards.
Cook, ss .......................... 5 3 0 0
Dav. Faulkingham, 2b .. 5 2 6 3 Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Don. Faulkingham, 3b .. 5 2 2 0
Winchnebach, p ........... 4 111
Thompson, lb ............... 4 12 1
Yattaw, cf ..................... 4 2 10
Simmons, If ................... 4 0 10
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
Richards, rf ................... 4 10 0
Totals ........................ 40 13 18 6
Thomaston
ab h o a
MacFarland, c .............. 3 0 3 0
Gordon, 2b. ss ................. 3 14 2
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
Sawyer p ........................ 3 0 10
25-31 RANKIN ST,
Marr_ cf .......................... 3 0 1 <
ROCKLAND
Moody, lb ...................... 3 0 8 0
55-S-tf
Jameson, ss, 2b ............ 3 110

WE WILL BUY

MILLER'S
GARAGE

More cooking pleasure. More streamlined features. More dollar savings in
both initial and operating costs. Yes, there’s MORE of everything you want in
cooking-heating satisfaction in the new Glenwoods. Now you will enjoy your
kitchen as you never have before t.. turn out tastier, more tempting meals at
lower cost. Order your Glenwood now while stocks are complete.

1 <

When Masterson, New Zealand,
which went "dry’ in 1909, recently
voted "wet” two bottle stores were
hastily opened.

The Philippine
Congress has
passed a bill to regulate dentistry.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
HEDSTROM Baby Carriage for
sale. Excellent condition, $25,001
TEL. 1401-J or inquire 12 Claren
don street.
91*93
BRAIDED Rug for sale. Also,
drafting set, Baker Shotgun Ply
wood Boat. Small Electric Welder.
Electric Soldering Machine, Small
Laundry
Siove,
several
used
Watches, Electric Phonograph and
a Radio. PRANK W. GOULD, Up
per Mountain St., Camden. 91*93
SIX-ROOM House for quick sale,
at 10 Belvedere St., city; only $1950
will buy this nice home, has electric
lights, and city water, pleasant lo
cation, must sell now, occupied by
owner.
91-103

(4&4) Double Kitchen Efficiency with Glenwood’s new Oil and Gas Combina
tion. 4 Oil covers, 4 high-speed gas burners. Large cooking area. Ample firebox.
Excellent for homes with no central heating. $265.50 (light and covers slightly
extra).

NOTE THESE FEATURES:
* Gleaming Enamel Finish, inside
* Insulated Ovens
and out

Yes-We Have Them
30-30 Winchester,

* Automatic Top Burner Lighting

* Heat Economizer

* Automatic Heat Control
FREE heavy-gauge chromium pipe.

* Ki-Lo Burners

FREE service for one year.
FREE Installation by factory trained mechanics.

Marlin and Stevens

RIFLES

A small down payment will place any of these Glenwoods in your home.
Balance can be arranged on convenient monthly payments.

Shot Guns and Shells
Of All Descriptions.

Burpee Furniture Co.

Miller’s Service
Station No. 2

“The store where you shop with pleasure and buy with confidence.”

NEXT TO PRISON

TEL. 360,

THOMASTON, ME.
90-92

TEL. 1520,

361 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM

Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneei
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 1.00

'-jarareiHjajajzizfgJHjajBJzrajgizjan

TODAY, SAT., ONLY, OCT. 1
Double Feature:
Tim Holt in

JOHN MEEHAN
& SON

“GUN SMUGGLERS"
Also on the Program

ourooon FiutPiACK
OELIVCREO
AS ONE UNIT /

GRANITE I

GRANITE
OF ALL KINDS

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
OCTOBER 2-3
Burt Lancaster, Paul Henreid
Claude Rains, Suzanne Renaud
Peter Lorre in

FO« MU Minor OF-

INZIOC rmvnACCZ

Squared up Junks for Walls, Wells

“ROPE OF SAND’’

and underpinning.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 4-5
Betty Grable in

They lay up fast, save you money.

“THE
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
FROM BASHFUL BEND'’
In Technicolor
With Cesar Romero
Olga San Juan, Rudy Vallee

2
1
0
5

NEW 1950 GLENWOOD RANGES

A MESSAGE TO SPORTSMEN
Gov. Payne Extends Official Welcome To Them
At Season’s Opening

Strikeouts by G, Winchenbach 5, Ranft, 3b ........................... 3 10

More Of Everything You Want In The

“DAUGHTER OF
' THE JUNGLE’’

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

586 MAIN ST.,

PREDICTING THE WINNERS

Belated Ball Game

Finds the Friendship Juniors
Beating Their Thomaston
Gregory’s Will Present Forecast In Thursday
Cousins

jured.

nur

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturda?
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Page Two

LAST FOREVER.
FAVIHC fcUXK?

It vzill give os pleasureTO QUOTE ON ANYTH INS
THAT CAN BE MAOE OF GRANITE

CLARK ISLAND, ME.
TEL. ROCKLAND 2I-W2
Alfred C. Horking
TENANT'S HARBOR, 56-13

91-92

1

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
TALK OF THE TOWN

Oct. 2—Annual celebration of
Finnish Congregational
Church,
Georges River road.
Oct. 11—Knox-Llncoln-Wado Bates

Association at Hotel Rockland at
6.30.
Nov. 10—Annual

convention of
Knox County Teachers’ Associa
tion in Rockland.
Dec. 8—The annual Methodist
Church Fair.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 1, 1949
The Junior-Senior High School
P. T. A., will meet Monday Oct. 3,
at 7.30 p. m. in the auditorium of
the High School. Program cochairmen Mrs. Diana J. Pitts and
Miss Ida M. Hughes have arranged
for a musical selction and three
speakers. Supt. J. Weldon Russell,
Hamilton Boothby Principal and
William E. Fairley sub master. All
parents, whether P.T.A., members
or not are urged to attend. Dr.
Blake B. Annis, president, has
called a Board meeting preceeding
the meeting at 7 p. m. for officers
and committee chairmen.

The coast championship series
between the Belfast Merchants'
Tri-County League champions and
the Thomaston Clippers, Knox
County champions will shift to the
Governor Anderson Field next Sun
day, when the Merchants and the
Clippers will playoff in a final
doubleheader to decide which team
will carry the crown of the coast.
The Merchants grabbed a 9-3 win
over Thomaston last Sunday in the
The Knox County Unit of ' first game of the double-header
the Maine Chapter N.A.O.P. held a but tied the second game 6-6. The
very enjoyable meeting at Hotel result—playoff game in Belfast
Rockland1, Wednesday night. Spe | Sunday at 1 p. m. at the Gov. An
cial guest was Rev. John Sawyer of derson Field.
Tenant's Harbor who showed col
One year ago:—Retiring Supt.
ored slides and gave a very inter
esting lecture on his recent trip Robert B. Lunt was presented with
to the Pacific coast. Tentative a wrist watch.—The body of Pvt.
plans were made to hold a tri Sumner Waldron was returned
county meeting Oct. 22 at which from Italy.—Rev. Ernest O. Ken
time the honored guest will be yon was tendered a parish recep
Tennyson Jefferson, Inspector in tion on the occasion of his 22d
anniversary as rector of St. Peter's
Charge, Boston,
Church.—Rev. Henry Felton Huse,
of Springvale, formerly of North
IN MEMORIAM
William Staples—October 2, 1939 Haven, was feted on his 79th
Somewhere back of the golden sun birthday.—Deaths: Rockland, Mrs.
set,
Frank M. Vaughan, 86.
Where loveliness never dies,
Father lives in the land of glory
BORN
'Mid the blue and gold of the
Messer
—
At
Augusta,
Sept. 10, to
skies.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Messer of
We, who have known and loved I■ Union,
a daughter.
him, have shed many a tear
Ames—At North Haven, Sept. 25,
Will always cherish his memory
To help brighten the coming year. ’ to Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ames, a
' daughter—Pamela Ann.
Lovingly remembered by his wife,
Maud Staples, and Family, Mr. and
DIED
Mrs. Grover Lunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Alley—At Ellsworth Falls, Sept.
Fred Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Perley 38, Arthur F. Alley, formerly of
Niles, Mr. arid Mrs. Kenneth Nel
son, William Staples, Maud Staples Rockland, age 68 years, 7 months.
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock from
and Mr. and Mrs. George Mason.
Jordan's Funeral Home, Ellsworth.
91* It
Whitney—At Thomaston, Sept.
For social items in The Courier- 29, William I. Whitney, age 64
Gazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf years, 11 months, 23 days. Funeral
Sunday at 2 o’clock from the home
of Miss Maude Lermond, Oyster
River. Interment in Village Ceme
tery, Thomaston.
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO
Skinner—At East Liberty, Sept.
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
28, Mrs. Gertrude Colby Skinner,
At 7.30 p. M.
| age 74 years, 21 days.

St. Peter’s Church School opened
for its first session this morning.
This year the Doctrinal teaching
will be supplemented with the
“Song School" under the direction
of Mrs. Evreste Desjardin, who was
formerly the music instructor of
the public schools of Sanford. In
this way it is hoped to be better
able to teach the children to take
part in the Sunday Worship.

In Crack Gun Crew
Rockland Soldier With Unit
Which Recorded Highest
Score
Fort Bliss, Texas.
Private, First Class, Walter R.
Dyer of 6 Brick street, Rockland,
is a member of crack gun crew
which last week recorded the high
est score ever shot at Camp OroGrande N. M. The battery was
“A" Battery of the 504th, and their
record score was a high 74. The
men were congratulated on their
fine deed by Col. Charles E. Roden,
Commanding Officer of the 504th.
Pfc. Dyer entered the service on
Jan. 12, 1949, and has been sta
tioned at Logan Heights in Fort
Bliss since the 29th of January.
The 504th will finish their train
ing Oct. 6, and then will migrate
to Fort Custer, Mich.
Pfc. Dyer drives the ‘.-ton truck
now commonly called the “Jeep"
for the Commanding Officer of “A”
Battery who is Lt Kenneth W.
Janz.
The 4th Army of which Fort
Bliss, Texas, is a part, is mainly
a training Army, and after the men
are trained on the 90mm Guns,
they are sent to another part of
the United States for a permanent
post. The guns are placed at
strategic points of the U. S. to
guard in case of an emergency.

FROM MEMORY’SREALM

Notes Of The

Recalling Happy Days When Circus Parades
Passed Through Our Main Street
(By Frank A. Winslow)

Legion Posts
Of Knox-Lincoln Counties
Wlnslow-Holbrook-Merrltt

Post

Fifty-six members were present
at Thursday night meeting. Com
rade Dave Conley was reported
sick. Hope he will be with us again
soon. One new member was ac
cepted Toiva W. Tarvainen. The
National Guard offered to put on
a program for us. The Post accept
ed and it will be next Thursday
night Oct. 6. If any members name
is drawn from the membership
bowl and he is sick at the time, so
he cannot attend the meeting he
will be given the money.
A big delegation is planning a
trip to North Haven Sunday. A
swell time is in store.
The newly formed Rockland
Shrine Club held a ladies night at
the Legion Home Wednesday night.
They all commented on what a
swell home we have. We certainly
Giving Solution Of the Prob hope they will come up often.
Albert Munro’s name was drawn
lem Propounded By Lewis from
the membership bowl. He not
Johnson
being theie $2 was added, making
In Tuesday's edition appeared a total of $13 to be drawn next
the following problem contributed Thursday night.
by Lewis H. Johnson of Pleasant
Beach:
track at a uniform rate, drops his
“An oarsman rowing upstream hat upon a seat in the smoker and
in a river lost his hat overboard then walks steadily for ten min
just as he passed a stake in the utes towards the rear of the train.
river. Because the hat was an old Then without pause, he turns and
one, he decided to let it go until walks back to the hat at the same
he suddenly recalled that he had rate. When he arrives at the hat,
hidden a five dollar bill in the hat the train has travelled exactly
band. At that time he had rowed one mile. How fast is the train pro
upstream from the stake for ten ceeding? In this case, it seems
minutes. Instantly, he put about perfectly clear that the man has
and rowed downstream at the same been away from his hat for 20 min
rate until he overtook the hat ex utes and in that time the train has
actly one mile down stream at travelled one mile. One mile in 20
which he lost it. What is the rate minutes is three miles per hour.
of flow of the river?''
So the man on the river. Forget
Here is the promised solution:
ting the land for the moment, the
At first there seems to be insuf man has rowed upon the surface
St. Bernard’s Church Hall
ficient given in this problem to af of the water for ten minutes away
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings ford a solution at all. The difficulty from his hat and it will take him
43-tf Sun and Wed., 7.30 p. m. 431 Main
is that we often overlook the fact exactly ten minutes to row back to
St.—adv.
55-S-tf
i that motion of one body on the it on that water surface at the
Senter Cranes are now featuring surface of another body, which may same rate, assuming no wind or
the famous Haviland Chocolates. also be moving, may be studied in- other influence. Now, if the river
Free samples available.
91-lt i dependently of the motion of the surface, during that twenty min
| second body.
utes, has moved one mile down
Have your watch repaired by the
The solution of this problem stream relative to some point on
most expert craftsmanship, tested
■nd timed by tne New Scientific would be apparent to everyone if its banks, the river (like the train)
Watchmaster machine at Daniels we transferred it from the water is flowing three miles per hour.
tewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland. to a moving train upon a straight
Mall Order* Filled
19tf
Sales of condensed and evapo
j track. Let s do that, A man on a
_ Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette train which is proceeding down a rated milk in the United States
each year account for about 3 bil
lion metal cans.

Man Who Lost Hat

BE ANO

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE

That Generations

The Oxford-Cambridge boat race
will be contested on the Thames
River on March 26. next Spring,

to Come may
Remember

It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
us help you. No obligation, of
course.

Straw shopping bags will last
longer if given an occasional coat
of white varnish.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600
75-tf

TNI BANK OF
I MYSTERIES
NO KIT - NO LOCK - NO FOBCC NECES
SARY TO OPEN THIS MYSTERY BANK.
MYSTERY »|. |(, Si, |0i. ISi o.d cm
50c piece* deposited in Bonk — disoppeor
instantly.
MTSTCRV #1. HOW 00 YOU GET Ail your
MONEY out without usinq FORCE.
The reol fun starts when you hand fho
BANK to Friends and My OPEN IT" THEY |ust CAN T do it.
Everybody loves a MYSTERY - toko It
homo — SOLVE it homo — when you know
- keoa it SECRET.

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

The cap of Washington manument which is also the tip of its
lightning rod, consists of 103
ounces of aluminum.
From 1784 to 1788 the State of
Tennessee was called Franklin or
Frankland. Dakota means "Alliance
of Friends."

Sicily is starting six land-relac
mation projects to employ 4.000
workers.

558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCK
SERVICE

» chooiing a family mono.
mint, your choice it no»
only for your lifetime, but
for generation! to come. We can
help you find lasting aantfaetton
through our wide aelection of Rock
of Ages family monument!. Each ia
backed by a ngned guarantee to
you, y,ntr heira, or your detcendanta.

I

Chester Brooks

WE SELL IS

GUARANTEED

AUTHORIZED
OULU

Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-1
46-tf

-

1883

Hospital Notes
There will be only one Nurses
Team In the Bowling League this
year, but they do need substitutes
for the first string. Full reports
will be given after the meeting next
week.
—KOGH■
Mrs. Kuhn Is spending her four
long days visiting friends this
week.
—KCOH—
Mrs. Rachel Kenricl-, R. N., and
Miss Priscilla Powers, R. N., with
Mrs Ada McConnell and Mrs. Es
ther Long, Public Health Nurses,
will leave on Sunday to attend the
Maine State Nurses’ annual meet
ing at Presque Isle.

It has been a great many years it the greatest downpour of rain
since I saw my last circus parade, this section of the State had known
so many that I have forgotten what for many years. The several trains
it was. Chatting with Charles M. which brought the big show dis
Cook the other day the urge to see charged their cargoes in the high
another came back to me—an urge way near the show ground, and in
that is destined never to be ful less time than it takes to tell it
filled.
"the big top” had been erected.
In company with my father and
—KCOH—
Standing in front of the Thorn
Twenty-two
nurses
attended
dike Hotel—my favorite abiding cousin I went to the afternoon
the R. N. Club meeting held at
performance,
which
was
greatly
place on such occasions—I used to
Mrs. Weisman's home, Tuesday
see the colorful pageant wending curtailed because of the muddy
night. Captain Mary Emery gave
southward from Rankin block, its condition of the field. I do not
a very interesting talk on her trav
remember
about
the
evening
per

array of glittering wagons its herd
els. Delicious refreshments were,
of elephants, its feminine bareback formance, but I do remember that
served.
the
famous
elephant
Jumbo
helped
riders, its bands of music, its
-KCGHclowns, and last, but not least, the pull the heavy wagons out of the
Miss Alice M. Teague, chairman
muddy
field.
steam calliope on whose keyboard
of the Structure Study Committee,
sat a player nonchalantly pounding
Barnum & Bailey never came
will be the speaker at the next
out the day's favorite selections, to Rockland again but it was my
regular "R. N. Meeting” to be held
with a volume which made the privilege many years later to see
in October at the Bok Nurses Home.
music distinctly audible at The the show with “Ringling Bros.”
—KOOHMrs Helen T. Landers, R.N., has
Meadows.
added to the title in Portland and
been appointed executive secretary
There was
only one trouble Bangor.
for the Maine State Nurses' Asso
Tn the sidesh'ow I stood very
about the calliope—I didn't quite
ciation on a part-time basis.
know hew to pronounce it. and I close to one of the performers who
—KOOK—
wouldn't have this instant if I had turned hjs head so that he faced
Mrs. RosaJyn Eaton, R. N.
in
a
position
directly
opposite
to
not sought the assistance of Web
brought in a bushel of lovely large
ster's dictionary and found that it the rest of his body. When my
red apples for the nurses. Every
is kuh-ly (accent on the second eyes finally receded into their ac
one appreciated these apples baked
customed places in the sockets, I
syllable) uh-pee.
for supper.
A "barker,” I believe that is moved along and saw the woman,
—KCOH
Bowling season opens Oct. 3, with
what they call the announcer in who was said to weigh 656 pounds.
the "White Cap Team.”
circus lingo, loudly informed the I was prepared to believe it ,and
—KCOH—
spectators that sundry and all wondered if she had a husband,
Admissions: Leslie Heath, South
would be rewarded if they followed who held her in his lap.
Hope; Mrs. Jeanette Burroughs,
Inside the “big top ’ was present
the parade to the show grounds,
Brooklawn, N. Y.; Mrs. Hazel Hills,
where there would be a free enter ed a program too marvelous to de
Warren; Charles Seavey, Rockland;
scribe. I feel impelled to say that
tainment.
Edgar Batchelder, Waldoboro; Mrs.
Some of the crowd did, but a those who have never seen Barnum
Louise Barter, Rockland; Leon Hal
good many of the spectators & Bailey and Ringling Brothers
stead, Rockland; Mrs. Ida Pren
have
never
seen
a
real
circus
I
jammed their way into Mike Nash’s
tiss, Rockport.
Restaurant, where they had a sub may mention in passing that the
—KOGHstantial lunch before running the late Frank H, Whitney, who went
Discharges: Robert Doherty, Wil.
gauntlet of hot dog stands and from Rockland to Florida was an
liam Smith, Sylvia Demmons and
Joseph Newman.
pink lemonade at the circus intimate friend of the Ringlings,
who had Winter homes there.
grounds.
A certain Indian fish gets food
In the old days when the circus
Those parades had their day, and
(insects)
by shooting jets of water
traveled
by
train,
we
boys
used
to
it was a glorious one, I think
at them and knocking them Into
everybody will admit. No longer get up before daylight and watch
the water.
do throngs line Main street to get for their arrival and then join tire
a peek at the ponies or the slum crowds which waiched their un
With the people irritated by
bering serpents in the gilded cages, loading.
high prices and housing and trans
Charlie Cook recalls that the
and no longer are susceptible
portation charges, communists are
swains enticed by the alluring first circus he ever saw in Rock
Believed to be between 500 and finding a fertile field in Sao Paulo,
smiles of the pretty bareback land was Sig. Sawtelle's which 800 years old, an anchor has been Brazil.
came about 65 years ago and exhib caught in nets by fishermen near
riders,
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Barnum & Bailey was, I believe, ited on the old depot lot, which Nieuport, Belgium.
lay
between
the
former
railroad
the first circus to renounce the pa
station and the New County road.
rades and did so for two reasons, I
Then came Scribner & Smith,
was told. One was the growing
Cross-Country Wagon
number of motor vehicles which and a small circus which may have
been
Yankee
Sullivan's,
exhibiting
filled the parade route: the other
was the desire to put the expense on Sea street.
Then Frank A. Robbins' “rail
money into better circus programs.
Speaking of Barnum & Bailey, I road circus" and the Al. G. Barnes
recall that when I was a young show. Clyde Veazie. the famous
shaver “the greatest show on animal trainer, was with Barnes,
earth" came to Rockland and ex and later established a circus of
his own.
hibited1 in Ingraham Field at the
Charles Sparks Circus exhibited
South End. The city’s deadwalls
in
Rockland several times, and he
were covered with showy posters
seven weeks in advance of the cir was always greeted by Charles
cus’s coming, and my cousin and I Prescott and Mr. Cook with
used to mark off the intervening whom he had long been on friend
ly terms. The advance agent of
dates, week by week.
The great day came and with this show was Fletcher Smith, who
also played the steam calliope and
who was later attached to the
Great Eastern Circus of which the
late Charles Prescott was proprie
tor.
Down through the years there
THE OFFICE OF
Steep hills and sand, snow and mud, are no problem for
have been many other circuses in
Willys-Overland's new 4-wheel-drive station wagon,America's
Rockland—among them Walter L.
first production-lme passenger car that has both front and rear
Mains, who once had a small ani
wheel drive. The selective two and four wheel drive of the
mal
show
and
exhibited
on
the
old
famous Jeep has been combined with the roomv comfortable!
WILL BE CLOSED
Broadway baseball ground: Eddie
station wagon body to provide a “go-anywhere" passenger car
FROM OCTOBER 8
for those who must travel off the beaten highway and over
LaBarre's Circus which showed on
rough terrain where roads are primitive or non-existent
THROUGH OCTOBER 23 Limerock street, where the resi
dence of Morris B. Perry now
aiBraiajHJzrazjajHrerejzrajaiajaiai stands; Buffalo Bill's Wild West
Show and the 101 Ranch.
Buffalo Bill was with his show
ROCKLAND, ME.,
TEL. 700
in person. Members of the troupe 28 PARK ST.,
stopped in Lynde Hotel. The press

NOTICE

Dr. John F. Miller

MAINE WILLYS SALES COMPANY

BUILDER
99 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 741 -M
79*S‘91

WANTED AT ONCE
STITCHERS

DREWETT’S GARAGE

PHONE 701

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
i-tf

EVERY USED CAR

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
67-S-tf

TEL. 98

agent was William Heath, who will
be remembered by Rockland friends
as a popular tenor singer. The
performance was given in Farwell
Opera House.
Circuses have held forth on quite
a number of Rockland locations,
one of which was on Broadway
near Rankin street, Knox Trotting
Park now seems to be the only
available place.
The story of the late Charles
Prescott’s Great Eastern Circus
has been told so recently In these
columns—on the occasion of Mr.
Prescott's death—that I am offer
ing no repetition of it. The Rock
land man amassed a show of con
siderable size and importance, but
disaster overtook it. On its sceond
season out. due in part to a long
spell of rainy weather.
Charles M. Cook remembers
Prescott’s Circus vividly, as well
he might as he was one of the par
ticipants, and headed the circus
parades in his well-known capacity
as drum major. He is a bit skepti
cal about the story of financial re
verses for he was one of those who
profited by his experience with the
show.
Few men have been so closely
allied with circuses, and agricul
tural fairs as has Mr. Cook, who
now, well along in his 70’s looks
back over a career which would
make an interesting book in Itself.
At one time he headed a troup of
six members, and played many
small towns in Northern NewEngland and Southern Canada.
Where there were no theatres, the
troup played in Grange halls,
schoolhouses and sometimes in
churches. There were no movies
in the rural communities and very
few attractions of any sort, so that
the coming of Mr. Cook’s show was
hailed with pleasure. Illustrated
song slides figured on the pro.
gram.
Mr. Cook has specialized for 60
years as concessionnaire with game
boards and novelties, and has al
ways enjoyed the reputation of be
ing a square dealer. To say that
his wares have been placed before
more than a million persons would
be stating it mildly.
In the quiet hours at his abode
on Tillson avenue he eagerly awaits
the coming of that well-known
circus magazine "Billboard” and
re-lives the days of yore.

A. F. MCFARLAND
A M day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cars we sell.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Put
turnover. Just the car you want.

WARREN,

Page Three

(66 years of service)

1949

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.
Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.

Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175

65-S-tf

(EXPERIENCED)

These Motors With New Car Guarantee
6 CYL. OLDSMOBILE AND PONTIAC, $195.00
CHEVROLET CARS AND TRUCKS, $169.00
PLYMOUTH, DODGE, CARS AND TRUCKS,
DESOTO AND CHRYSLER, $195.00
BUICKS, $265.00
FORD V-8 CARS AND TRUCKS, $159.00
All above motors are exchanged and your motor must be
rebuildable. All above motors and prices are installed in your
car or truck, include Wolfshead Oil, a set of spark plugs,
ready to drive away. Above models are built in our own shops.
We use only genuine parts such as Toledo-Moog and Ramco
rings on all jobs.
We allow 15% off for cash on delivery. Attention garages!
All motors can be supplied at wholesale prices.

Work Under Ideal Conditions in a
Daylight Factory.
APPLY IN PERSON

AT

Van Baalen Heilbrun Co., Inc.
CAMDEN STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND, ME..

TEL. 24

82-S-tf

81-93
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KNOX-LINCOLN FARM AND GRANGE NEWS
White Oak Juvenile Grange Graduates Two

COUNTY AGENT’S CORNER .
Importance Of Soil Analysis In Applying
Fertilizers Discussed With Groups

Principals in the graduation cen monies at White Oak Juvenile Grange Sept. 23 when two members
were graduated to the subordinate Granje. Left and right in the front row are graduates Flora Wiley and
Nola C’astner, both 14. Center front is Master Itosslyn Castner of the Juvenile Grange. Back row left is
Mrs. Hazel Gam.ntns, assistant matron of the organisation and in charge of the program of the evening,
together with Mrs. Sadie Moody and Willis Moody, Matron and Patron of the Juvenile Grange.

THE
NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COI NTIES

MT. PLEASANT GRANGE
• nt :.av . who h:>s ; ten the pond
I
Mt. Pleasant Grange has been a J We mign* add it is a dry pond at
very busy Grange since it started •l;.s cfi.te
Mail tairer cn Rente 1271 trem
«p after recess Aug. 29.
When we had our first meeting L certy to Belfast, Guy Dow is
there were four names breugh. in working in his new house, which
for membership and one for re is jvst across the road from what
instatement who was Mrs. Edward w*.s the John Sanford home on
Rci'e Nc. 3 in Liberty.
Karintie.
Monday, Sept. 12. the first and i The members taking part in the
6econd degrees we e conferred by play to oe g.ven in the evening of
our worthy master, Earl To.mrn Get. 12, 1949 are working hard. Mr.
on Mrs. Harold Lund. Gloria L .nd. Stuart of the High School faculty
Harold Lund. Jr., and Edward is coach.
The frest on Sunday n jht was
Kar title Refreshments were served
a freeze in the low places; cn high
following the meeting.
Monday, Sept. 19, Mt Pleasant er land it did very lit It d ;ma_.e.
Two ph, assail', walked through
Grange conferred th rti and fourth
degrees on Mrs. Harold Lund, Mr Bcwleys yard the other day.
Gloria Lund. Harold Lund Jr.. and (The Old Baker placet, m the
Edward Karintie. This was fol 'Kingdom."
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Jones left
lowed by a harvest supper
There were visitors from Low for Orono last week Alfred is a
ell, Eiuie.d, Union, South Hope, Senior in U. of M. this year.
Camden and Wald:bore
PIONEER GRANGE
6*>t. 26, our Grange had a bridal
Pioneer Grange of East Union
shower for Mr. and Mrs. David
Eaton and Mr. and Mrs. George observed Ladies Night at their
Parker. They were presented With mee.ing Tuesday evening Sept. 27,
gifts from Mt. Pleasant Grange with 42 members present.
A well balanced program of mu
and each was presented with a
bridal cake, which were made by sical numbers, leadings, recitations
Mrs. Earl Tolman and Mrs. Elmer plays, questions and helpful house
Merrifield of West Rockport. A hold hint, was presented with Nel.
lie Brooks and Bernice Young in
very good t me was had by all.
Next Monday n ght, Oct. 3 fol charge
Sisters Agnes Esancy and Minnie
lowing the meeting, there will bt a
bridal shower for another one of Jones served sandwiches, dough
our members, Mrs. Fred Ladd, who nuts, cake and coffee after the
was formerly Marjorie Lane, tach meeting.
Firs; and second degrees will be
one is to take a gift. Any Granger
conferred on one candidate at the
may go who wishes.
next meeting Tuesday, Oct. 11.
• • • •
Worthy Deputy Carroll will be
GEORGES RIVER GRANCI
esent to inspect. Brother Albert
Several members of cur G-n >• 1
.1 ;y of Tranquility Grange. Lin
have received copies of the bot k
colnville, will show silent pictures
titled “The Grange—Friend of the
after the degree work.
Farmer'’ as reward for getting five
A mystery ride is being spon
new members. The offer was made
sored Oct. 5. All Grange members
by the National Grange to any
interested in going are asked to
member who got five new members
meet at Pioneer Grange hall at 7
in 1949. Last week's mail brought ar.
o'clock. A bus will be waiting there
honor certificate for the Grange
to take members for the ride at a
The five requirements for a certi
charge of 50 ce.its a person.
ficate were met for the year 1943
Mr and Mrs. James L. Dorman
Now all are hoping 1949 will be
attended
Eastern River Pomona at
another good year, and they will
Dresden
Tuesday night Sept. 27.
receive a "seal.” Five of these
James was a guest officer.
make a "Model Grange" and the
• • • a
Grange will be listed as such.
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE
Two new teachers in the village
South Hope Grange has elected
school this year, Mrs. Katharine
and installed Arthur F. Hart as
Allenwood in the Primary room,
Treasurer to succeed Ernest E.
Mrs Ruth Sm th in the Grammar Hastings who resigned on account
room. These teachers have had of ill health. Mr. Hastings, who
much experience and come well has filled the office several years
recommended.
since the death of the late Albert
The "Village Diner” has a new L. Esancy, who served many years
proprietor, the Blakes having sold as Treasurer. Ernest has been an
their property here.
exceptionally efficient incumbent
Lee Brothers of Albion made a and it is hoped that his health will
fine pond on Oliver Newell’s farm. allow him to attend meetings often.
Their work is very well done, everySeveral members of South Hope
Grange attended the last regular
meeting of Mt. Pleasant Grange of
West Rockport, where the third
and fourth degrees were conferred
on four candidates by Worthy Mas
ter Earl Tolman.
Visitors were also present from
Speedometer Repair Work On
Megunticook Grange of Camden.
Ail Chrysler Make Caro
Seven Tree of Union, Ammadamast
Nelson Bros. Garage of Enfield, Escutarsi of Lowell. A
fine supper was served after the
515 MAIN ST.,
TEX. 72*
ROCKLAND. ME. 5O-tf
degree work.
Wednesday evening Sept. 21 sev
eral members of Mt. Pleasant

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning

Grange visited South Hope Grange
and took part in the evening exer ■
cises, including the installation of
Brother Arthur F Hart as Trea
surer. A lunch of cake and coffee
was served after the lecturer’, pro
gram.

MEENAHGA GRANGE
Meenahga Grange convened in
open session on Monday evening,
observing the annual Grange
booster night.
There were 80 present with visi
tors from Progressive. Jefferson.
Granite, Garrison Hill and Good
Will Granges, as well as 22 invited
guests who are unaffiliated with
the Grange.
The following program was pre
sented:
America, group singing; intro
duction of guest teachers, Mrs.
Elizabeth Hilton; group of 3 songs.
Evelyn Eaton, accompanied by Mrs
Wilmot Dow, Sr.; reading, "Facts
About the Grange", Gladys Clouse;
America the Beautiful (with tab
leaux), group singing; recitation.
"Boosting the Grange." Jessie Mil
ler; Harvest March, young people’s
drill team; vocal duet, Wilmot Dow
Jr., and Mrs. Wilmot Dow. Sr.;
vocal solo, Wilmot Dow, Jr.; read
ing "History of Meenahga Grange"
Rena Crowell; recognition of Char
ter Members and presentation of
badges; vocal solo "Auld Lang
Syne," Shirley Bagley: Alton W.nchenbach with his "Dancing Boy,"
accompanied by Sidney Creamer
with harmonica: group singing.
"Love’s Old Sweet Song,” "Old
Folks at Home.” "In the Garden.”
After the program a social time
was enjoyed, with refreshments of
ice cream, cake and coffee served
by the committee.
■ • • •
SEVEN TREE GRANGE
Seven Tree Grange met in regu
lar meeting Wednesday night
.allowing a 6 30 supper served by
Mrs. Harriet Carroll and Mrs.
Mary Smith.
The charter was draped in mem.
ory of Burgess Cramer a past
master of our Grange.
It was voted that Seven Tree
Grange attend Church in a body on
Sunday Oct. 2, Harvest Sunday.
• • • •
OWL’S HEAD GRANGE
Owls Head
Grange observed
Booster Night at an open meeting
on Sept. 27 Alter welcoming Gran
gers and guests. Worthy Master.
Worcester, turned the
Rodney
meeting over to Worthy Lecturer,
Evelyn St. Clair who presented the
following program:
Welcome Song.
Boosting the
Grange,
Mary Dyer;
National
Master's Booster Night Message,
Elisabeth Walker; When You and
I Were Young Maggie; Hay Fever
Robert Murray; Wagon Wheels,
You Keep Coming Back Like A
Song, Tumbling Tumbleweeds, sung
by Mr. Hatch of St. George Grange
accompanied by Martina Miller.
Reading, The Village Seamstress,
Thelma Murray; Song Contest. Old
Black Joe. Men vs. Women; Ques
tion and Answer Game; Dear Old
Girl, Tell Me A Story, sung by Ber.
nice Gamage accompanied by Thel
ma Murray.
Farmers Still Operate With
Horsepower. Bruce Gamage; Love's
Old Sweet Song. Sweet Leilani,
South of the Border, sung by Mr.
Hatch. Movies of fires and fire
equipment were shown by Mr. Cro
zier; Galway Bay, sung by the

Till; past week and part of this
week wa ipcui with groups of far
mers nisi us-siug importance of soil
tests There has been a lot of sam
ples taken and the lariliers are be
ginning to realize the importance
ol soil anaissi.s in applying fertili
zers. Lloyd Hewett ill Somerville
says that (he application of lime,
manure and mpeiphosphate has
made an awful difference in one of
hts l.e.d
In connection with these meet
ings a lonn n. iccording soil tests,
material- applied and yeiliis over a
period o| ■ eai wa explained and
the forms were iinn.Tied all lari.iers who d . ireil to tar, keeping
records of iheir fields.
Herbert fiptac wa one n! the first
men to appiv lor a set to use on
!' fan" in North Nobleboro. He
laid lit had planne. pi get some
farms maJt up, but hud not gotten
around to it.

These forms a.*e available at the
Extension Office Rockland. Simply
write to county Agent R. C. Went
worth. giving the number needed
and they will be lurnished free.
Da ry Herd Improvement Super
visor. Floyd Emmons is getting
herds cleaned up in the country and
will start on schedule next month.
There are now 23 herds under test.
The latest herd is that of Lawrence
Francis, Newcastle
At a re.ent soil testing meeting
in Hope, .the statement was made
that a dollar spent for fertilizer
was equal three dollars spent for
grain for dairy cows. Frank Morse,
one of Hope's good dairymen was
in the audience and he said, "I
agree with you—if you feed your
clover, it will make milk.'' That Is
so true and still there are a lot of
dairymen in the county who are
not lertilizing their hay and pas
tures to the limit.

Waldoboro Bureau

Agent Meetings

Of 16 Members Formed On Home Demonstration Agent
Monday With Julia Bur
Instruction Periods
gess Chairman
Through Oct. 7
A l ann Bureau group compris.n 16 Liemhers wa., organized by
Mi; Ether Ma. u, Knox-Lnieo.ii
Louie Lemon.t alien Agent, at
the home oi Mi: Clarence Reed.
Jeffeirou .tieei on Monday after
noon.
'Hie following ,llicers were cho-en chairman, j.iha burgees; secleiarj It her Grots, food leader,
.axel Lufivcg: home management,
leader, Edna Creamer, assisted by
Lil.ian Heed; clothing leader, Jes
sie Miller, assisted by Palmina Di
Napoli.
I he da e of the next meeting
will be Wednesday, Oct. 5. at 10.33
a. m. Members will be notified
where it is to be neid Julia Burgess
will have chaige of this meeting
wh l b w.ll feature cooking and
eriing o: chee-e di lies.

Pioneer Juveniles
Elect Joan Lemar Master:
installation Ceremonies
To Be Held Oct. 11
Members of Pioneer Juvenile
Grange 01 Fast Union held their
annual elections Tuesday afternoon
and named Joan Lemar as master.
Installation ceremonies will be
held at die next meeting of the
group on Oct. 11.
Serving with Master Joan Lemar
for the coming year are; Overseer
Esther Merriiield; Lecturer, Ger
aldine Tolman; Steward Evelyn
Guyette; Assistant Steward Billy
Lemar;
Chaplain Jane Soule;
Treasurer, Annie Merrifield, Sec
retary, Marlene Knight.
Gate Keeper,
Lloyd Tolman;
Ceres, Edith Payson;
Pomona,
Beth Knight; Flora, Dianne Hilt;
Lady

Assistant

Steward

Donna

Leach.
Gamage family.
Refreshments will be served to
ihe 55 members and guests. It was
announced that Cwls Head Grange
will work the First and Second De
grees at the next meeting on Tues.
day. Cct. 11.
• • • •
ACORN GRANGE
Third and fourth degrees will be
conferred on Joan Orne and Shela
Benner at our next meeting on Oct.
5. Harvest supper will be served
following meeting.
Everyone is
welcome.
A surprise birthday party was
held for our secretary, Kathryn
Maloney, following our last meet
ing. a decorated box full of gifts
and a beautiful cake made by Mildrtd Marshall was presented to
Mrs Maloney. An enjoyable eve
ning was had by all.
The committees for the forth
coming Mystery Ride consists of
Elvie Benner, Nellie Wallace, and
Mildred Marshall.

Read The Courier-Gazette

Vinalhaven
Oct 4: Vinalhaven Farm Bu
reau. When You Buy for Men and
Boys, at 4 30 p. in., at the G.A.R.
Hall. Supper committee Is Mrs.
Vera Johnson and Mrr Charlotte
Burgess.
Bunker Hill
Oct. 5: Bunker Hill Farm Bu
reau, Planning Your Wardrobe
Mrs. Marie Charlton, and Mrs.
Nancy Rawlings are on the com
mittee serving the square meal for
health.
Rockland
Oct. 6: The second slip cover
training class will be held at the
Farnsworth Museum Workshop for
leaders. Miss Constance Burgess,
home management specialist, will
conduct the meeting.
Friendship
Oct. 7: Friendship Farm Bureau,
Swedish Weaving, at Ray Hall with
Mrs. Adelia Jameson and Mrs.
Ruth Prior in charge of dinner at
noon.
In the Appalachians four moun
tain ranges are named for colors:
Green,
White, BlueRidge
and
Black.

To LET

$Z2

per

WEEK
DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland

WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St..
Rockland
Tel. 670

A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
87-tf

u.s.
ARMY
CHOOSf THIS

FlNt PROFESSION NOW

FURNISHED APTS.
Two Apts., 2 large rooms, newly
furnished, has electric range, with
bath, heated: both on front of
house.
One Apt., large room with toilet,
has cook stove for heat.
One Apt., 4 rooms with toilet,
cook stove heat.
Tel. 8060, V. F. STUDLEY, or call
to see my caretaker. 77 Park St..
Mrs. Henry Miner.
82tf
ROOMS

-hoard

WEBBERS INH

by

d»y~or

week;

Tel. M0-k Thomae |

New Hampshire Red Pullets, (15)
4 months old, for sale, $2 eft. Call
evenings after 6. HELEN CARBOLL. Tel. Warren 6-12.
89-91

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE
CROSI.EY Convertible 1948, like
new, 9JO3 actual miles. TEL. 1210.
235 Main St.. City.
90-61

DODGE I !936i Ton Panel priced
$100 for quick sal.e FLOYD ARN
OLD, 13 Maverick St., city.__ 90‘92
DUO-THERM pot-type Oii Heat
er for sale. Like new
Complete
with constant level valve auto
matic dampler, 10 ft cf pipe. Al
ready to use. TEI.. 1139 after
5.30 p. m.
90*92
THAYER Eaby carriage, like
new TEL. 58-W3.
89*91
USED Glenwood, white Range for
bottled gas, excel,cut condition.
Tel. 243-M1. R. W. TYLER. So.
Thomaston.
89*91

LOSTAND FOUND
LOVERS-Knot bracelet, p ilk and
green gold, lo : Sat.urdnv night be
tween Strand Theatre and Stan
ley's Garage. P'.i a e CALI C3-M.
91 It
FROM Public Landing, White Lap
Strake Skiff lost, be:ween 12 and
14 ft. long. TEL. CS8.
8/-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
WARNING - All hunters are
warned not to tic pass on my prop
erty at the Beg
GEORGE 1 LEONARD,
Rockland, Me., Sept. 30, 1949.
91*9:
TlRES replaced on Baby C'arilages, Carts and Tricycles. HAYES
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
79'S 91

WANTED

PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
HUBBS. 69 Park St Tel. 199-M
88*95
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
Union St Grove St entrance Tel
94-W. EVA AMES.
86*9]
ANTIQUES, Olaaa, China Furniture
old Paintings, etc , wanted
CARL E
PREEMAN Olen Cove
Tel Rockland
ioz
a,.f

Will Pay Cash
for real estate no matter where lo
cated or in what condition. If priced

right will make cash bid and pass
papers at once

"UNCLE BEN"
12 MYRTLE ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
87-U

APPLES—APPLES

Venetian Blinds

KITCHEN Range Oil Burners for
sale This set include: two oil jugs
an- stand.
CHARLES BIJ4ISDF.LL, 77 Masonic street
Tel.
585-W.
9l‘lt
OIL Burners and Furnaces for
sale; also repaired and cleaned.
C E. C-ROTTON, 138 Camden St.,
C ty. Tel. 1031-W
91-97
S430 St. George: Ready to re
duce from $3600 on Ste.n place fur
nished. Has elec, pump, furnace,
refrig., washing machine, etc.,
acre. 5 rooms, hardware floors, a
real buy on Seal Harbor Read.
X425 Warren. A sporting camp
with deer tracks all around, bass
and pickerel fishing at front door,
all furnished; 3 acres of secluded
land, boat and float, flush and
lavatory 2-car open garage only
$2500.
S. A. LAVENDER.
Thomaston,
Tel. 369
91-92

FURNITURE CO.

313 MAIN ST„

TEL. 1425

ROCKLAND, ME.

YOUNG Stock, 7 head for sale; 4
heifers, new milch. O. B. LIBBY.
Tel. Warren 3-5.
89-91
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber Spruce
Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON, In
graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. 89*103
TWO EnglLsh Setters for sale, 9
mos„ untrained. FRANK BRY
ANT, Searsmcnt. Tel. Liberty 12-2
__________________________ 88*94
BEAGLE Dogs and Pups for sale.
Tel. Camden 2274. MAYNARD C.
INGRAHM, Rockport
86-97
SPECIAL: Small started African
Violets and Geraniums, 26c; also,
petted plants, cut flowers and Hol
land Bulbs for sale.
DEAN'S
GREENHOUSE, 325 Old County
Road. Tel. 348-J.
86*92
USED NU-WAY Gun-type Fur
COLEMAN Oil Heater, used very nace Oil Burner for sale; 48 Ma
l t.le,' priced reasonably for Imme sonic St. TEL. 11O6-M.
90*93
diate sale. TEL. 866 or call at 26
Shaw Ave., C.ty.
90-92
LOBSTER Beat, 27’x9’, for sale,
88 TILLSON AVE., City, after 5
Best Quality
p. m.
90‘92

Venetian Blinds

WE BUY

All Kinds of Scrap Iron
and Metal
Motors and Machinery
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
No Lot Too Large or Too Small.

Most Sizes—Immediate DeliveryFree Installation
TEL. 939

United Home Supply
579 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND

61-tf

STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
$17, small load $9. Hardwood sawed
as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf
CITY Service Range and Furnace
Oil; del. anywhere in Rockland,
Thomaston, Warren; prompt and
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L
R. TURNER, Old County Road,
City.
85tf
34 JONESPORT Lobster boat,
needs repairs, Frost-built, 1928, ex-’
cellent 1948 Pontiac “6” engine,
fresh water cooled. Life jackets,
CO-2 extinguisher, anchor, rope,
etc. Complete, $400. May be seen
at TABBUTT’S BOAT SHOP, or
see Vern Tabbutt, Thomaston. 83tf
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
length, fast delivery, approximate
cord load, $7.00; Jumbo load, $10.00.
HILLCREST. Tel. 35-41, Warren.
_ __________________________ 81tf
DRY Hardwood, first grade for sale,
mostly maple. Stove length, $18
per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren
36-34.
9Hf
VEGETABLES, wholesale and re
tail.
Cabbage, squash, potatoes
and Turnip, for Winter storage.
CURRY & BOWLEY, head of Tal
bot Avenue.
83tf

CALL 939
For Free Estimates on
Inlaid and Other Types
of Flooring.
Let Us Solve Your

Problem of Poor Floors.

Morris Gordon
& Son
6 T ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 388-W

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!
Note These Two Values!
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route
I. Fine view of Penobscot Bay
and Islands An Ideal spot for
Cabina Only $2500.
B. Large Apartment House In
Rockland. Good location. Sound
business proposition. Ask us the
price.

Listings wanird on all types
of real estate and businesses. I
have buyers ready to buy. So
list your property with me.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.
HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8&37.

Tel. 670

DUPLEX House for sale, seven
rooms and bath on each side. One
apartment vacant. MRS. RAPPLEYE, 30 Granite street.
80-01

Too Many—Good Eating and
Cooking
$1.00, $1.50, $1.75 Bushel; come
and get them; bring containers;
plenty good Hubbard Squash.
PACKARD'S BEAR HILL FARM
89*91
COAL or Wood Heater, large size,
enamel finish, for sale. WILLIAM
BARTLETT, Rockport.
89*91
TWO Shropshire yearling rams
sale also 3 yearling lambs.
FOR SALE____ for
KENNETH SMITH, Northport, Me.
91*99
FORD 4-dcor Sedan, 1938; in Tel 73y-M4, Belfast.
good mechanical ccr.d tion. TEL
110.
91*lt
CHEVROLET Pick-up. 1949, less
than $1299 cash purchased latt
Mav; no dealers; 270 PARK ST. • Made To Order.
City.________ _
91.*93 * Steel—Wood—Aluminum.
* We Install Them At No Extra
AT THE NEARLY NEW SHOPPE
Charge.
A complete line or children’s
School Clcthes, Skirts, Coats.
• Call For Free Estimate,
Sweaters, etc., sizes "tots to teen
age."
Tel. Thomaston 348 ; 41
MEREDITH
KNOX ST., Thomaston.
91* It

MOTORBIKE for sale, good con
SINGLE House or downstairs dition; 56 Pleasant St.. City. TEL.
Apartment of five rooms or more, 486-W
90*91
wanted.
ROBERT ANDERSON.
FIVE-DRAWER Chest Sewing
Tel. 529.
91*93 Machines idrop head), Dressmak
GIRLS wanted to shl'ck Clams, ing Model, Baby Carriage, China
fl per gallon, experience pre Closet, Waterfall Bedroom Set,
ferred but not essential. Apply at walnut, Fernery, Card Tables,
Pen-Bay Seafood Co . Town Dock, 3-piece Reed Set, Small Tables,
Rockport.
91*93 6-gal. Earthen Crocks, 12 and 16
ga. Shot Guns 22 Automatic Rifle,
TWO Young ladies, 18-26, neat Tools, D!shes, and many other
appearing, U tra.el Maine. N. H„ items. WEAVER'S, Thomaston, 91
Vt., and Florida and return, on 6 Maili St.
90-91
months tour with a Naiicital Co
PRISON-MADE
Cedar
Chest
for
chaperoned.
transportation fur
nished. Permanent position, no ex sale, also Glenwcod C-8-20 Cook
perience required. Drawing ac Stove, enameled ivory and green,
count, $225, month lo start. See double shelf w th ABC oil burn
MR. or MRS. EMERSON. Maine ers and new’ wood grates; also
Employment Secur ty Office, 437 extra-wide couch, newly uphol
Main St., City, 10 a. m. .to 4 p m. stered at prison. EVA A DAVIS,
daily, for personal interview. No Pleasant Point. Cushing, Me. Tel.
96'92
phone calls.
90*92 Thomaston 199-14.
PONTIAC (19391 for sale, good
TWO Young Men. 13-26, neat ap condition
radio, heater, $375.
pearance, to travel Maine, N. H., Vt., ROGER MANK, R.F.D. 2, Waldo
and Florida and return on 6 months boro.
93*95
tour with a National Co., trans
ONE Par’or Space Heater, coal
portation furnjshed.
Permanent
position,, no experience required or wood, good looking, good shape,
RONALD G.
Drawing account $225, month to sacrificed $20.00.
stall. See MR. or MRS. EMER LORD, 25 Linden St. Tel. 1431-W.
90*91
SON, Maine Employment Security
Office, 437 Ma n St.. City, 10 a. m.
25 TONS first-class baled Hay
to 4 p. m. daily, for personal in for sale, $33.CO a ton. COL. F. G.
terview. No phone calls.
90*92 GOGUEN, Thomaston. Tel. 150-3.
90*93
SALES Representatives to sell
Fresh Silk, Maine's most popular
line of ladies' hosiery and lingerie;
also men’s socks, with the famous
1 nenized toe and heel,
KEN
EVANS, Mgr., Guilford, Me. 90‘95

APARTMENT, 1 room, furnished,
to let, private entrance, finest lo
cation. LUNDELL, 29 Beech St.,
Tel. 1328-M.
91* It
AT 23 Franklin St., Rockland,
four-room upstairs Apt. to let.
screened porch, flush.. Adults pre
ferred. Tel. 2583-M Write MRS.
BERNICE OSIER. 15 Benton Ave.,
Waterville, Me.
91*92
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished upstairs
Apartment, flush, adults only. TEL.
1210. 235 Main St.. City.
90-91
• ROOM with modern conveni
CEMENT Work of all kinds
ences, cooking privilege. Within
Also, carpenter work.
five minutes walk of Post Office, »8 wanted.
per week. Write C. F„ care of The Free estimates. Inlaid linoleum,
CLARENCE GOULD1NG,
Courier-Gazette.
90-9C also.
89*91
SINGLE Room with bath to let, Head of Bay. >
$5.00 per week. Centrally located.
COUPLE with three children
Write C. F„ care of The Courier- wish to rent unfurnished house, 5.
Gazette.
99-96 C or 7 rooms. Write G.I., care The
89 91
THREE Nice Clean Rooms to Courier-Gazette.
let. Light housekeeping or single
LAUNCHING Pictures of ships
rooms; 24 Myrtle St. TEL. 240-W. build in Maine during the 1903’s.
89 91 Give description and price. S. M.,
TWO-ROOM furnished Apt. Bath. % Courier-Gazette.
89-91
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST., City. I
_____________________
89<91
APARTMENT, second floor, four
I WILL BUY
sunny rooms, flush, to let. Adults
preferred. Ready about Nov. 1.
1st and 2d Mortgages
TEL. 1027-W.
89*91
On Real Estate
FURNISHED Apartment to let
i heated, all electric kitchen. TEL.
"UNCLE BEN"
1246, or may be seen at 99 Cam
12
Myrtle
St., Rockland, Me.
den St., City.
88-91
ROOM to let at 27 Elm street.
Tel. 670
Woman preferred. TEL. 510-W.
87 -tf
86tf

ROOMS

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

CAMDEN
n-tf

Guaranteed Installation.
Time Payment Plan Available.

61-tf
STKKL Ralls 00 lbs., several thousand
feet for sale. Good for boat railways
or lumber yard vo stack lumber. JOHN
MEEHAN & SON, Clark Island. TW,
Rockland 21-W2. A. C. Hocking «M>.
ant's Harbor. Tel. 50-13.
3W
WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
Repairing. Pick up and deliver. Tai
877. Rockland. HITLER OAR A BOMB
SUPPLY
lyttf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Stone Walks, Flagging, Wall Mona,
Paving. Property Markers. Honor Robs.
Pier Stone, Outdoor Fireplaces, Rip Bap
tor Breakwaters and Piers, Boat Moor
lugs and Chain, Culvert Stone.
"EVEtYTHINO IN ORANnTF*
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN de SOP
Clark Island, Me
Tel. Rockland 21-W2
A. C. Hocking
Tel Tenant's Harbor M-10
__________ _________________
4-W
CONCRETE Products for tale—Bunel vaults, septic tanks, building posts,
outside concrete work, air compraaaat
work ROBERT O. BURNS TeL 14M

____ _______

Ut

BODY and FENDER

WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. UL
TIL. asa-w
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Knox-Lincoln 4-H Club County
exhibition at Rockland High Today
9

SOIL CONSERVATION NOTES
Crop Residue Left On Surface Is Effective In
Reducing Loss By Erosion

Johnson Picks Bumper Apple Crop
*ss

**

Appleton
Flora Jackson,
Chalmer Loud,
Bristol
Research data show that any i ching materia! could be made
Xh
Jane Quinn,
North Haven
form of crop residue is more ef ai about $1.25 per ton of down ma
Whitefield
Carolyn Thayer,
terial in the woods. The wood
Appleton fective in reducing run off and soil I chipper was used to convert waste
Lenora Jackson,
North Appleton loss by erosion when kept on the 1 forest products as brandies and
Norma Jackson,
Bristol surface of the ground than when tops of trees into a useful farm
Donna Lane,
Walpole turned under.
Rebecca Rice,
product.
. Today is 4-H Day in Rockland, their projects for the year, together
Burkettville
Lena Roy,
Leaving the crop residue on the
The chipper , will handle ei her
^as club members from all sections with the honors accorded each for
Bristol surface is also a more effective way hard or soft woods up to five in
Ellen Poland,
of Knox and Lincoln counties their efforts.
Dorothy Barter,
Boothbay Ctr. of building up the organic matter ches in diameter with a standard
gather here for their annua! ex- I Announcement as to the blue rib Marie Ziska,
Edgecomb content.
*»
cord of wood producing over a ton
hibition which is to be held in bon winners and those who will be Doris Randall,
■
*
Whitefield
The chief function of crop resi of chips.
awarded the several prizes and
the High School auditorium.
No Score:
dues in reducing erosion is protec
These wood-chipping machines
C
During the noon hour, they will winner of The Courier-Gazette Laura Wotton,
New Harbor tion of the soil from raindrop im have been used in chipping up
plaque
will
be
made
during
the
parade from the school through
Jean Wooster,
North Haven pact and impediment oi overland brush along the roads and in re
the business section with their club activities at the high school.
Jean Dyer,
North Haven flow of water. When left on the forestation areas where ex ess tops
The
day
brings
reward
to
the
banners, led by the Rockport High
Carlton Farley,
Rockport surface, crop residues eliminates or brush have accumulated.
School band under the leadership club members for their efforts in Jennie Blair,
Whitefield the destructive action of raindrop
Converting the material to chips
many
and
varied
projects
of
their
of Vere Crockett.
Christine Dickinson,
Boothbay splash. This in turn prevents the lias redu ed the danger of lire and
Mrs. Loana Shibles, 4-H Club own choosing during the past year. Emily Hudson,
Dresden
ader for the two counties has an Many are already started on their Food Preparation--Young Farmer chain of damaging reactions which prepare a mulch w hich will be benthe splashing raindrop sets in mo I eficial in building up the soil or
nounced a long list of youngsters projects for 1950.
Third Honors:
tion.
ganic matter content and so pro
The program of the day:
who have successfully completed
Edgecomb
Rose Ann Smith,
A demonstration of a wood chip vid.ng lor greater water-holding
Garden— Senior
KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTY 4-H CLUBS
per showed that bedding and mui- capacity.
First Honors:
Rockland High School Gymnasium
Andrew W Williamson,
Jefferson
Saturday, October 1, 1949
Stephen Norwood,
Hope Harriet Gamage,
South Bristol
Warren
Registration 10.00 a. m„
Irving Lufkn, Jr., East Warren Irving Lufkin, Jr.
A.
John Davis,
Southport Faustina Gushee,
Appleton
Donald B. Reed,
North Appleton Herbert Martin,
Opening with Flag Salute and Pledge,
I,*,-/
V|
Warren
Freda
Hill,
Warren
Hazel Gammon, County 4-H Project Leader Second Honors:
Appleton
Dean
Esancy.
Jean
Olson,
Cushing
Songs,
Led by Appleton Boosters, pianist, Patricia Magee Kenneth Bartlett,
Union
Appleton Eunice Gamage,
South Bristol
Welcome to Rockland.
Frank A. Winslow, Editor, The Courier-Gazette No Score:
j Frank Hart,
j■
vfe W"
j; "V -' ■
Southport Evelyn McFarland
Lee Shelton,
South Bristol
-H-H Thanks,
Ann Ludwig, Hope Margaret Erskine,
Camden 1
Warren Ramona Crute,
Joan Mathews,
*Roll Call,
Hazel Gammon
Cushing
O'
Garden— Junior
Warren Beverly Farrin,
Valerie Robinson,
South Bristol
Songs,
First Honors:
Southport Emma Matson,
Cushing
Blue Ribbon Winners
Mrs. Evelyn Lord. 4-H Representative, Orono
Simonton
gong
Richard Cash, Rockport C. Herbert Annis,
Southport Ruth Gamage,
Frank Swett,
South Bristol
Warren
Alton Gammon,
Camden-Rockport Lions Award,
West Southport Rosalie Rice,
Donald Brew’er,
South Bristol
Charter and Seals,
Esther D Mayo, Home Demonstration Agent Asa Hall,
Hope Second Honors:
Ruth Sawyer,
South Bristol
Music
Rockport Band Ralph Miller,
Camden
Hope Evelyn Douglas,
Walter Campbell,
West Rockport
Awards,
R C. Wentworth, County Agent
j
Frances
Reed,
No
Appleton
Courier-Gazette Plaque,
Frank A. Winslow, Editor
Hope Carolyn Kelsey,
George Jacobs,
South Bristol
Simonton
Special Prizes,
Esther D Mayo, Home Demonstration Agent John Annis, Jr.,
Hope Evelyn Carleton,
H. Wilbur Jacobs,
Appleton
Music
Rockport Band Waltpr Campbell,
Hope
South Hope Bevei ly Meservey,
David Hart,
Appleton
Organization Awards,
Loana S. Shibles, Club Agent George Jacobs,
.. , V
Hope
C. Herbert Annis, West Rockport Vanessa Moody,
Appleton
Lunch, Free Milk, Courtesy Round Top Farms
North Appleton
John
Reed,
ARockport Donna Tilton,
Parade Rockport Band
Byron Haining,
Jefferson
Hope
H. Wilbur Jacobs,
Movies, Rockland High School Auditorium
Whitefield Barbara Robinson,
Robert Russell,
West Dresden
Mervyn Mank,
North Appleton
Whitefield Marian Lane,
Mr/*Vanessa Moody,
Appleton
Charles Prest,
Cushin.,
KNOX-LINCOLN county
1 Ellen Reed,
North Appleton
Warren Hazel Brown,
Kenneth Starrett.,
David
Lloyd,
Union
West Dresden
PRIZE LIST 1949
Mary Louise Brown,
Dresden
Whitefield Jane Brjer,
Albert Moody,
Appleton
John Leighton,
West Dresden
Bean—Senior
Second Honors:
West Rockport Constance Wilson,
Alden Davis,
Jefferson
Third Honors:
The husband and wife team of the Johnsen family work the season tl rough in the orchard. Here,
First Honors
Barbara F. Robinson, West Dresden
Rockport Cynthia Ripley,
Howard Simonton
Hope
Appleton Mrs. Johnson picks tier share oi Maes, being the record holder to date with 90 bushels in a day. Don, who
North Appleton Donald Perry,
Donald Reed,
Warren
Kenneth Starrett,
supervises the entire harvesting project, watches her at work.
Whitefield Roxanna Gushee.
Warren Howard Simonton,
Simonton
Merle Tarr,
Appleton
Earl Gammon,
Charles Prest,
Whitefield
Donald Johnson of Jefferson, of the farmhouse,
South
Bristol
Ann
Ludwig,
Bruce
Pollack,
prevent bruising of the apples, only
Union
Thomas
Perry,
Hope
Hope
Kenneth Bartlett,
Lucille Jackson,
North Appleton
Cushing Luree Wotton,
They operate the former George one layer of boxes went onto the
Gerald Anderson,
Ann Carleton,
Aina
Cushing who has an orchard of 1400 trees,
Second Honors:
Third Honors:
Camden Violet Mitchell,
Appleton
Robert Marshall,
Warren 90 percent of which are Macs, Erskine orchard which ranges over truck to a trip.
Union John L. Clark,
Bliss Fuller, Jr.,
| Floyd Bennett,
North Edgecomb
claims this year is far ahead of an estimated 28 acres of land. The
Third
Honors:
Mary
Louise
Brown
Donald
Blair,
Whitefield
John.-on use selective picking in
Dresden
Bean—Junior
Warren
Philip Robinson,
Cushing Lena Roy,
Dennis Young,
Robert Russell,
Whitefield
Burkettville 1948 in production, and color and extensive orchard received nine he or, h.,rd, taking the fruit which
^•irst Honors:
Ralph Bennett,
North Edgecomb
Cushing Joan Gregoire,
James Davis,
Aina size of the fruit. He expects a yield sprayings this year, the first in the has re t hed full maturity first and
Union No Score:
Kenneth Noyes,
Edgecomb
William Bpnnett,
Dresden Mills Roberta Jont ,
David Fitch.
Jefferson ul between 4030 and 5000 bushels, middle of May and the last about pa in,: by the trees with undevel
Philip Russell,
Whitefield
Second Honors:
Appleton
Jean Jackson,
Whitefield Sylvia Snowman,
Donald Blair,
An orchardist since 1941, he is July 15.
Newagen
oped apples for a week or more to
North Union
Dairy—Young Farmer
Merrill Orff,
Pig—Senior
South Bristol Jackie Demuth,
Pickers were working in the or let them come to full size for the
Neil McFarland,
Appleton a former chain store meat cutter
Warren
First
Honors:
Gilbert Martin,
First Honors:
South Bristol Kathleen Hall,
Daniel Seiders,
West Dresden while his wife Frances, who works chard the o her day with Johnson best market product.
William Ailnis, Simonton’s Corner Irving Lufkin, Jr.,
No Score:
East Warren
Milton Farrin,
South Bristol Beverly Snowman,
Southport beside him in the harvest season, supervising the operation. Bushel
About one third of the Johnson
Union
Wayne Upham,
Appleton
Esther Hart,
Food Preparation—Senior
South Bristol Barbara Douglas,
Paul Farrin,
West Rockport is a beautician. Both are content boxes were filled as pickers emptied crop goes to local buyers while the
Warren
Earl
Gammon,
Canning—Senior
First Honors:
South Bristol Barbara Thorndike, West Rockport with their change of occupations lheir socks and a truck was con- remainder is shipped each night
Roger House,
First Honors:
Sadie E. Gammon, North Warren Second Honors:
Ronald House,
South Bristol Verna Wotton,
Cushing and devote most of their time to tinually on the way to tne barn by trucks to a commission merNorth Appleton
Nancy Andrews,
West Rockport Esther Hart,
Appleton Donald Reed,
South Bristol Charlotte Hunt,
Donald Foster,
Lincolnville •)u orchard and the roadside where graders were ready to sort chan; in Ayer. Mass., and goes in
Pig—Junior
Sadie E. Gammon,
North Warren Faye Payson,
Warren
Richard House,
South Bristol Elwida Bryant,
Jefferson stand which they operate in front ihe fruit ready for shipment. To to cold storage for later sales.
Viola Starr,
West Rockport Judy Peters,
Dresden First Honors:
Wendell Miller,
Dresden Mills Jean Ogilvie,
Jefferson1
Warren
^F’aith Ludwig,
Hope Lois Colburn,
East Warren Gilbert Martin,
Jeannine Wooster,
Thomaston
Dresden
Mills
Richard
Spencer,
18630 lbs. milk and 711 lbs. fat;
Esther Hart,
Appleton Marita Butler,
Thomaston Second Honors,
Joseph Delano,
Dresden Mills Second Honors:
Second place went to another
David
Hart,
Union
Donald B. Reed,
North Appleton Phyllis Payson,
Warren
Dresden
Dresden Mills Arlene Berry,
Round Top Cow. with 16630 lbs
Warren Richard Manelick,
Warren Sewell Peabody,
Canning—Junior
Carolyn Lufkin,
Patricia Peacock,
West Dresden Lactation Records Over 305 milk and 654 lbs. fat; Third place Of Officers For the October
Robert
Spencer,
Dresden
Mills
Hope
Stephen
Norwood,
Appleton
First Honors:
Jean Fish,
South Bristol Shirley Christianson, Stickney Cur
Cay Period Show High was taken by Reg. Holstein :n herd Farm Bureau Meeting at
Aina Robert Eugley,
Naomi Gregoire,
North Appleton Second Honors:
Frances Reed,
West Dresden
Sydney
Miller,
Dresden
Mills Priscilla Allen,
of Herbert Hawes, Union with a
Production
No
Score:
Warren Gladys B. Parker,
Rockport
Camden
Avis Gammon,
Cushing
Dennis Farrin,
South Bristol Kay Crute,
production of 12349 lgs milk and
Charles
Prest,
Whitefield
North
Appleton
Part of the work of D.H.I.A.. su
Third Honors:
Ellen Reed,
Alfreda Benner,
Thomaston
Francis
Seiders,
South
Bristol
469 lbs. fat.
The nominating committee for
Southport Linwood Campbell, West Rockport Lewis Kelsey,
Second Honors:
Nancy Snowman,
North Appleton pervisor Floyd Edmons, is to re
South Bristol Judith Meservey,
officers of the Knox-Lincoln Farm
Potatoes
—
Senior
Warren
Southport
Fern Thayer,
Violet Mitchell,
Thomaston port the yearly production of all
Appleton Bernice Hunt,
John L. Clark,
Bureau for 1950 will meet at Day's
Thomaston Shirley Ann Anderson Whitefield First Honors:
Jeannina Wooster,
Patricia Staples,
North Haven cows in the Association that have
No
Score:
in Newcastle Oct. 3 to prepare a
North
Appleton
Donald
Reed,
Hope
Edgecomb
-Vatricia Perry,
Eunice Smith,
Aina been milking 305 days or less, or
West Rockport Helen Chickering,
George
Starr,
slate of officers for consideration
North Appleton
New Harbor Frank Mank,
’No Score:
Hazel Lane,
Appleton lor one complete lactation period Available To 5000 Maine at the annual meeting of the Farm
Walpole Maxine Fish,
Chester Rice,
Potatoes
—
Junior
Whitefield Jane Shield,
North Haven
Jennie Blair,
Southport based on 305 days. This last report
Whitefield Shirley Dill,
Phillip Russell,
Growers Guarantees Mini Bureau which is to be held at
West Dresden First Honors:
Ella Robinson,
Chick Raising—Senior
Nancy Hodgdon,
Edgecomb gave 18 cows in 11 herds that had
Teddy
Lovejoy,
Rockport
Camden Opera House Thursday,
Union
mum Return For Crop
Oscar
Upham,
No Score:
First Honors:
Jefferson produced 350 ibs. of butterlat or
Lowell Jones,
Rockport Shirley Hallowell,
Oct. 20.
Warren
Avis
Gammon,
jorie Tarr,
Whitefield
North Warren
Mary Jane Webb,
Edgecomb more Forrest Flagg & Son, Jeffer
Eini Riutta,
Five thousand potato growers in
Those on the nominating com
Senior—Sewing
North Appleton
Mervyn Mank,
West Rockport
Marjorie Curtis,
Elsie Andrews,
Walpole son had fi\e; Round Top Farms, Maine are eligible lor price sup mittee are: Mrs. Minnie Small, 189
Food Preparation—Junior
First
Honors:
Warren
Arnold
Hill,
three;
Herbert
Betty Joy,
Sadie E. Gammon, North Warren
North Haven Damariscotta,
port on their 1949 crop, announced Limerock Street, Rockland, Chair
North Warren
Gerald Anderson,
Cushing Eini Riutta,
Hawes, Union, two; Norman Mc
Susanna
Russell,
Henry Kontio, Jr., West Rockport
New
Harbor
Warren Herbert Martin,
Nancy
Andrews,
today Fred J. Nutter, of Corinna, man of Rockport Farm Bureau,
West Rockport
Warren
North Warren
Naoini Gregoire,
Morgan Barbour,
Aina Kinnon, Whitefield, two; and one chairman of the Maine S’-ate Coni, Mi Margaret Creamer, Nobloboro,
Hope
Viola
Starr,
West
Rockport
Poultry Management—Seniors
Appleton
Walter Lind,
Aina eacli in Hie herds of Ivan Mink, inittee of the Production and Mar chairman of Nobleboro Farm Bu
Warren First Honors:
Esther Hart,
Appleton Anna Carleton,
Appleton, Roland Gushee, Appleton
Maida
Jenkins,
No Score:
Thomaston
Thomaston David Hodgdon,
Bernice Hunt,
reau: and Mrs. Veda Ludwig, Wash
keting Administration.
Appleton
Birch Point Jean Fish,
Waldoboro Pearl Carver,
Arthur Hall, Jefferson, Ben H. Ni
Sandra
Kelsey,
Tferbert Lee,
Walpole
Dresden Irving Lufkin. Jr.,
These 5,COO growers have planted ington. chairman of the Washing
Walpole
Warren Adele Rice,
Nancy Hixon,
Jefferson chols. Hope, Ralph Pearse & Sons. within their established acreage ton Farm Bureau.
Chick Raising—Junior
Hope
Beth Hall,
Jane Robbins,
Hope
Poultry Management—Juniors
Gertrude
Hodgkin,
Jefferson Hope and Clifton Walker. Aina.
Warren First Honors:
First Honors:
Carolyn Payson,
goals, have paid service fees, and
Sadie E. Gammon North Warren
Muriel Leigher,
The cow having the highest pro have been granted certificates of
Burkettville
Cushing
James Davis,
Hope Raye Colburn,
Judy
Peters,
Dresden
Warren
Rosalie Sanford,
Simonton
West Dresden duction was a regular Holstein eligibility by County Agricultural
Ralph Miller,
Dresden Dennis Young,
North Warren
Cushing Faye Payson,
Marilyn Sherer,
W. Dresden
North Haven owned by Round Top Farms with Conservation Committees. They are
Priscilla Allen.
Dresden Second Honors:
Carolyn Lufkin,
Warren
Next Week Will Feature
Marilyn
Benner,
Thomaston
Second Honors:
Hope
Alma Beverage,
now entitled to the benefits of the
Whitefield Leatrice Dolham,
North Warren Eugenie Woodward.
Arline Fogg,
Walpole j Blanche Spencer,
Aina
Whitefield U. S. Department of Agriculture's
Joan Gregoire.
Hope
Christmas Gifts and Slip
Second Honors:
Home Improvement—Seniors
Clair Little,
Whitefield
New Harbor 1 Helen Shields,
North Haven 1949 potato price support program,
Merle Tarr,
Edith
Hunt:
Thomaston Mildred Page,
First Honors:
Covers
Thomaston
Edgecomb < Donna Blaisdell,
Pemaquid as established by law.
Bernice Hunt,
Dresden Sadie E. Gammon
Warren Ella Robinson,
West Dresden Sharon Brewer,
Whitefield,
West
Southport
No
Score:
Leader
meetings
next week are
Joseph Russell,
West Dresden Walter Lind,
Nutter explained that eligibility
Appleton Marita Butler,
Thomaston Winnie Marr,
West Southport Jenny Blair,
as
follows:
Whitefield
No Score:
Edgecomb Kenneth Bartlett,
Mary Jane Webb,
lor price support simply assures
Union Freda Mills,
North Haven Emily Bond,
Walpole
Jefferson Janet Curtis,
West Rockport
Cushing growers of a minimum re! urn for
Rowland Brown,
Dresden
Thomaston Nancy Snowman,
Southport Bodine MacDonald,
Edith Hunt,
Walpole
North Haven Christine Dickinson,
Boothbay any part of their crop that they
Oct. 5: West Rockport Farm
Chester Rice,
Warren Second Honors:
Beverly Curtis,
Walpole
Joanne Jones,
Union
Aina Katherine Nixon.
Jefferson can't sell commercially for the Bureau, Slip Covers, in charge of
John Blake,
Warren Henry Kontio,
West Rockport Fern Thayer
West Southport
Mary
Lou
Blaisdell,
New
Harbor
Joanne F. Leeman,
Boothbay equivalent of announced support Mrs. Laura Fuller and Mrs. Char
Warren
Faith Norwood,
Dairy—Senior
Whitefield Third Honors:
Kenneth Jewett,
Arline Fogg,
Aina Phyllis McFarland,
New Harbor prices It is 'hoped that it will not lotte Davis. Mrs. Dorothy HamaNorth Appleton Clinton Jewett,
Frances Reed,
First Honors:
Whitefield Margaret Erskine:
Camden
Natalie
Blake,
Edgecomb
Laura Wotton,
New Harbor be necessary to buy any large quan lainen, Mrs. Dorothy Ranta and
Appleton
Edgecomb
Esther Hart,
Dresden Annie Erskine,
Camden
Judy Peters,
Phyllis Simonton,
Simonton Nancy Anderson,
Whitefield tity of Maine potatoes this season Mrs. Mary Kontio will serve the
North Appleton Third Honors:
North Warren
Morgan Barbour,
Myrtle Grierson,
Washington
Sylvia
Sidelinger,
Washington Candace Alexander,
Simonton in order to maintain support prices. square meal for health.
Union
West Dresden Maynard Tolman, West Rockport No Score:
Dwight Howard,
Frances Reed,
North Appleton Gail Alexander,
Simonton
Appleton
Simonton
’South Cushing Stanley Demuth,
Jean Fish,
Maine potato growers who are
Appleton Marjorie Tarr,
Whitefield.
Harlan Sidelinger.
Washington Betty Prentice,
Bristol eligible to receive price support may
Whitefield
Oct. 6: Simonton Farm Bureau at
Thomaston
Clinton Jewett,
Home Improvement—Juniors
Sewing—Junior
Myrtle Tarr,
Whitefield Lois Delano,
Cushing get full information from their 7 30 p m , Christmas Gifts to Buy
Union
Hope First Honors:
Allan Martin,
First Honors:
Joyce
Staples,
North Haven
Baby Beef—Senior
Union
Ml,
Hope Joseph Russell,
Kenneth Bartlett,
coun'.y Agricultural Conservation iI and Make, at the Simonton ComWhitefield Avis Gammon,
Warren Ellen Reed,
North Appleton First. Honors:
Appleton
Second Honors:
Dean Esancy,
Association offices at any time|munity Hal1- Mrs. Alma Ulmer
Ellen Poland,
Union throughout the marketing season. |wU1 conduct the meeting and Mrs.
"Charles Dolham,
New Harbor Dwight Howard,
Warren
North Haven
Third Honors:
Baby Beef—Junior
Appleton
Southport
NOTICE
I Mad :e Jamieson Mrs Alice SimonRonald Moody.
i Nancy Sherer,
North Haven First Honors:
Dairy—Junior
WIMER SCHEDULE
Third Honors:
Dollar values of farm land in ton, and Mrs. Bertha Annis are on
Change in Schedule North Haven
! Gloria Erskine,
Camden George Ogilvie,
Jefferson Maine in September were down six the dinner committee. Members
Thomaston
I Marilyn Benner,
First Honors:
Boat
j Barbara Potter,
Whitefield No Score:
Appleton Charlene B. Ames,
North Haven
Faustina J. Gushee,
per cent from March, 1949. Only i will bring any gift suggestion they
STARTING SEPT. 16
Doris Randall.
Whitefield Chester Rice,
Walpole Virginia had such a drop in farm J mav have
Southport
Appleton Shirley Dill.
Frank Hart.
Daily Except Sunday
Patricia Perry,
Warren
Hope
Sheep—Junior
Richard Cash, Simonton’s Corner Cynthia Delano,
STARTING OCT. 1
Soulh Waldoboro
land values. The national average
Leave
North
Haven
8.00
A.
M.
Daily
Except
Sunday
Linda
Marshall,
Camden First Honors:
Whitefield
Second Honors:
Barbara Potter,
Oct. 7: South Waldoboro Farm
was a two percent decrease.
Arrive Rockland
9.15 A.M. Leave Yinalhaven
8.90 A. M. Carol Beverage,
North Haven Ralph Miller,
No. Edgecomb
Camden
Edgecomb Alice Mae York.
Mary Jane Webb.
Bureau, Slip Covers, at Ledges
Leave
Rockland
2.00 P.M. Arrive
________________________
Rockland
9.30 A. M.Gloria Barter,
Whitefield
Nancy
Anderson,
Maine shares the national loss of I School House, in charge of Mrs.
Whitefield
Boothbay No Score:
Joseph Russell,
Arrive North Haven
3.15 P. M.
Leave Rockland
2.90 P. M.
Janet Ripley,
Rockport
Appleton Granville Ames,
Whitefield C Herbert Annis,
Simonton 3,5u0 farm people burned to death Gladys Winchenbaugh and Mrs.
Roxanna Gushee,
Arrive Yinalhaven
3.30 P.M.
Subject to change without notice.
Agnes Beverage,
Rockport
Herbert Annis,
Simonton, william Ingraham,
Miscellaneous -Junior
North Haven
and 10.0C0 other farm people in-: Berna Scofield Mrs. Lizzie Miller
North Haven Port District.
Subject to change without notice
Laura Erskine,
Appleton
jured in tires each year. Help make , and Mrs. Marguerita Hilton will
Appleton Muriel Leigher,
Camden No Score:
Maxine Fish,
83-tf
89-tf Iverne Weston,
Warren j patricia Perry,
Hope
Walpole Jane Bryer,
West Dresden your Maine farm safe front fire.
serve dinner at noon.
Carl Wood,
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day School 9.15 a. m., Ray Easton,
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mother,
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Mrs Abbott Spear and son Ed
ages; morning worship at 10.30,
were
guests
Wednesday
of
Mr.
and
ward Ellis, who had expected to
New» and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
conducted
by the pastor, Rev. Cyril
return to Newton Centre, Mass., Mrs. Harry Swift in Woolwich.
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Palmer. Young People's Meeting
Rev.
J.
Homer
Nelson
will
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the first of the week, remained
MRS. GLADYS LONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
will be at 6 p. m.. followed by the
over, due to illness of her father. er an illustrated lecture, at a union
Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, Charles MacDonald in the 10.30 evening evangelsitic service at 7,
service
Sunday
night
at
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Forest Spear. Mr. Spear's place at
and a light unto my path.—’Psalm service, which will include the with the pastor in charge. The
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Everett copal Church Sunday 8 a. m.
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at the the Georges River Mills is being tist Church, on the background of 119:105.
and son Herbert, are visiting in
Communion Service. The prayer midweek prayer meeting will be
• • • •
the 23d Psalm, featuring the life
Baptist Church. Rally Day will be taken by Maurice Hahn.
groups will meet at 10.15, and the Wednesday night at 7. Everyone is
New Jersey.
At
St.
Peter's
Episcopal
Church.
of David at Bethlehem, in his boy
Guests Wednesday afternoon at
Leslie Gray has bought the) observed. Services 11 o’clock. A
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, Sunday nursery will be open for small chil invited to these services.
hood.
Rev.
Mr.
Nelson
passed
the
• • • •
Russel Tabbutt house on Water) candidate, Rev. Mr. Henley of Bow the Congregational parsonage with
services will be: Holy Communion dren during the morning service.
How To Express Christianity
doinham. Mass, will be the speak Rev. and Mrs. J. Homer Nelson Winter of 1913 and 1914 in Jeru
street.
at St. John's, Thomaston, at 8 a. The Church School will have
salem
as
student
of
the
American
Writing is like an itch. You just
The Thomaston Clippers, Knox) er Thursday meeting for prayer, were Mr and Mrs. George Steele.
classes for all at noon. Larry Bell In the home—by love and unsel
School of Oriental Research, dur m.. Parish Mass and sermon at
have to scratch in spite of yourself
fishness.
County, champions, will play the praise and Bible study. Sunday George Steele Jr., and Miss Jean
will
be
the
leader
of
the
Ambassa

ing which he traveled over Pales 9.30
but the relief is only temporary.
dors for Christ meeting at 6.30. In In business—by honesty and dili
Belfast Merchants Sunday at Bel school 9.45 a. m. The World Widq Steele of Drexell, Penna., who are
• • • •
tine, and studied the scenes which
You can write words and more
Communion
Sunday
will
be
ob

gence.
visiting
in
Ear
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the
7.30
service
music
will
be
by
fast at 1 P- m- at Governor Ander
Sunday at the Littlefield Mem
form a background to Bible his
words and then suddenly you come
In
Society
—
by
purity,
courtesy
and
served
at
11
o
’
clock,
the
subject,
son Field.
orial Baptist Church Rev. John A the choir and a soloist, and Mr.
Miss Muriel French has returned tory.
to a point where the ideas run out
humility.
The Ladies of St. James Catholic "Prepare for Living." Anthem, "In home from a trip to Quebec City,
MacDonald’s sermon will be on "The
Herbert Moon of the USS Miss Barker will speak at 10.30 on “First
and then you put the cover on the
Toward
the
unfortunate
—
by
sym

Remembrance
of
Me.
by
Wilson
Club started its Fall meetings,
with Mrs. Charlotte Betts of Rock ouri, on leave and Mr. and Mrs. Century Communism in a 20th End of the Summer." The prayer
typewriter and
think—Oh boy!
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meeting
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be
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pathy
and
mercy.
and
praise
meeting
will
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on
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Century World.” There will be
land.
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m
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—
from
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Toward
the
weak
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by
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home of Mrs. Hardy. In spite of at 7 o'clock. The Friendly Circle
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Norwood re Portland were callers Tuesday at special music. World Wide Com Tuesday at 7.30.• • • •
do
it!
and
patience.
will
meet
Tuesday
evening
at
7.30
the inclement weather. 25 were
turned home Wednesday from the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles munion will be observed. Sunday
Then the germ of a new idea tun
At the Congregational Church, Toward the wicked—by overcoming
present. A sociable evening was en. with Mrs. Lilia Elliot.
School at 11.45, Perley N. Bartlett
Gaspe Peninsula tour.
Hysler.
nels its way into the murky void
Rev.
Charles
R.
Monteith,
pastor,
I
evil,
without
compromise.
joyed. Suggestions were offered and
"Stephen-First Martyr’’ will be is the new superintendent. The World-wide Communion Sunday Toward the strong—by trust and that hides the think factory and the
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
UNION
plans made for various activities to
the
sermon topic Sunday morning B Y. F. at 6 o'clock. Kodachrome will be observed at 10.45, with ser
wheels begin to turn again—yackMrs. Edmund Gibson returned Daughters will meet Monday after,
cooperation with good.
continue improvements on St
film presentation on the "Hymns
noon at the home of Mrs. William at the Baptist Church.
mon topic “Test of Ohristlikeness," Toward non-Christians — by wit ety-yackety-yak.—
James Church. Refreshments wer» home Thursday night from the
of
the
Church.
”
At
7.15
Mr.
Bar

Announcements have been re-,
Barrett.
To identify yourself with an idea
reception of ohurch members, and I
nessing to Christ and His Gos
served by Mrs. Frances Edwards. Maine General Hospital, Portland
ceived
of the birth of a daughter, ker will speak on the text “Out of the Lord's Supper. Church School {
The
Teen
Timers
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Club
obin writing is an open invitation to
pel.
Mrs. Barbara Willet and Miss Ethel At the present she is staying with
the Depths.” Miss Dea Perry will
servel its third birthday. Tuesday Denise Hazel, at Newport, N. H.,
debate no matter how trivial the
Upham. The table decorations be her mother Mrs. Germaine Farris.
be the soloist and the Young classes for third graders and over Toward the penitent—by forgive
to
Mr.
and
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Robert
Emery,
by
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a
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hunt,
in
subject may be. People are for you
at
9.45,
with
those
younger
coming
ness
and
restoration.
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plans
to
go
to
Pratt
Memorial
People
’
s
Choir
will
sing.
Mid-week
ing festive of Halloween.
which winners were: Earl Gammon. (formerly Ruth Pease of this town.i
prayer and praise service Tuesday at 10.30. Comrades of the Way Toward the fortunate—by rejoic or against you and believe me you'll
Mrs. Katherine Felt is now sole Hospital in Boston next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Pollard of
Mary Berry, Kenneth Farris and
hear about it.
ing with them without envy.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bliss
Fuller
will
en

night at 7.30. The Ladies Aid will meet at 6.30. Appointments for j
owner of Brackett’s Drug Store,
Marilyn Davies Games and re Fairfield were recent callers at the
It is nice to have people say they
hold the first of the monthly sup the week include: Monday, at 7, | Toward God—by reverence, love
having recently bought the inter tertain the Friendly Bs and their
freshments followed at the Chapel, home of Mr. and Mrs. Waino Lehto.
like
the column and I have been
Boy
Scout
Troop
206
meets
at
the
and
obedience.
husbands
at
their
cottage
for
sup

pers in the vestry Wednesday
est of Gleason Cogan in it.
The Georges Valley Boys 4-H
the latter served by Mrs. Freda
gradually cultivating quite a bump
church; Tuesday, Lincoln Associa
per Saturday night.
night
at
6.30
The
Boy
Scouts
will
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Mathews
of conceit for it was my opinion
ROCKPORT
Eugene Doherty, who was severe, Richards, Mrs. Carolyn Davies and Club has been reorganized with meet in the Kenyon apartment the tion of Congregational Christian I
and two children, Bobby, Jr., and
these officers elected Tuesday at
A surprise party was given Sun- ) that Trivia was doing a cake walk
Churches convenes at South Bris
ly injured Tuesday night on the Mrs. Marion Manner.
same
hour.
Karin, of Carlisle, Pa., who have
Mrs Cornelius Overlook enter the home of the local leader, Earle
• • • •
tol at 1 in annual session; Wed- j day for Mrs. Inez Carleton by her on the straight and narrow—no
South Union bridge a patient at
been visiting his aunt, Mrs. Kath
tained
the Six-In-AIl Club at an Moore, Sr., Herbert Martin, pres
“Unreality" is the subject of the nesday, 3 o'clock, Women's Asso children, sister and grandchildren politics, no religion, no world ser
Knox Hospital, is somewhat im
erine B
Mathews. Wadsworth
ident; Earl Gammon, vice presi Lesson-Sermon that will be read ciation at the Church, 7.30, Busi- ! who presented her with an electric ies. In short nothing to get in a
proved. His leg is in a cast, he is all day meeting, Tuesday.
street, have returned home. They
dent;
Kenneth Starrett, secretary; in all Churches of Christ, Scientist, ness Girls at the church, 7.30,; refrigerator, three birthday cakes, lather about.
Mrs.
Chipman
Walker
of
Clin

able to talk and take nourishment.
also visited his uncle and aunt
But someone blew a gasket a
Mrs. Philip Lonn is spending a ton. N. Y„ is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Martin, treasurer; Sewall i on Oct. 2. The Golden Text is; Church Council at the parsonage; other gifts and cards. Dinner and
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Benner at
Peabody flag bearer; and Arnold "The thoughts of the righteous are Thursday, 10 to 4.30, Maine Coun- | lunch were served. Present were while ago right into my astonished
week in Augusta, guest of Mrs Herbert Emmons.
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. David Hill were re Hill, reporter.
right; but the counsels of the cil of Churches in annual session ■ Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Marston, Mr. ear. A feminine voice full of right’ll
Andrew Lonn.
Miss Katherine Aagesen enter
Beano, auspices of the Fire De wicked are deceit” (Proverbs 12:5). at Augusta; and Friday, 7 p. m. and Mrs. Louis Simmons, Mr. and eous wrath asked me point blank
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Mr and Mrs. Everett Storer. Mr
tained at a dinner party Thursday
• • • •
partment, will be in play SaturdayHilton in Waldoboro.
Kupples Klub meets for supper Mis. Theodore Simmons. Mr and and without explanation '"Just
night at her home at Spruce Head and Mrs Stephen Kirkpatrick and
The new hour for the morning and speaker.
Lincoln Association of Congrega night at Glover Hall, benefit the
Mrs. Fred Marshall, Mrs Alma who do you think you are?”
her house guest. Miss Anderson, children were guests Sunday of Mr tional Christian Churches meets tank truck funds.
• • • •
service of worship at the UniverGraffam, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph GuWell the answer to that was ob
and
Mrs.
Elton
Rich,
Monroe.
Mrs Allyn Peabody. Mrs. Josephine
At the Church of the Nazarene, i riak, Mrs. Christian Smith, Norma vious. We both knew who I was—
Rev. J. Homer Nelson will have salist Church is 11 o'clock, with
Tuesday at 1 p. m., at the Union
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Messer
Stone. Mrs Lila Smalley of Thom
Church. South Bristol. Delegates as sermon theme Sunday morning the kindergarten department for the services are as follows: Sun- J Hoyle. Mrs, Dor aid Biown. Frpiett but who was she? I'll never know
aston. Mrs. Ardelle Hazelton and have a daughter, Linda born in from the church here, are Mrs. at the Congregational Church, "St. children of pre-school age meeting
______________________________
Pratt, Franklin Marston, Faughn because I couldn't get a word in
Miss Leola Robinson of St. George Augusta, Sept. 10. Mr. Messer a Anna Starrett and Mrs. Sidney Paul’s Theory as to How Religion at the same hour The subject of
SF.R.MONETTE
Marston, Janet and Cheryl Guziak, edgewise.
member
of
the
Merchant
Marine
John Egerton and Harold Goss of
Wyllie.
Dr. Lowe’s sermon will be: "It is
Works in the Human Soul.”
Kevin and Deborah Brown, James
Toward an Understanding
Period. Pardon me, Lobelia, while
has
left
on
a
trip
to
France.
New York.
Peace We Want.” The regular
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Gushee
Surely one of the greatest ad Connors, William Carleton, Inez I hunt for my smelling salts.------Supt.
and
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Frederick
Moss

The Friendly Circle will meet
quarterly communion service will
have returned from a motor trip
OWL’S HEAD
vancements in the world of re- ) and Henry Carleton.
Thursday night at 7.30 at the home ier and son Michael of Dover-Fox- during which they visited the East,
follow the sermon. The Church
The new $3,000,000 planetariuirjl
ligion is to note the change in l
A
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for
all
older
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ern
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in
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Chapel Hill, N. C., sixth to be
LONG COVE
attitude, within
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given in honor of Betty Knowlton
The 4-H club met Thursday night friends Thursday.
field, Mass., Boston and New York on her 16th birthday in her home meet in the vestry at 9.45. The
built
in America, is the only one
Evensong
and
sermon
at
St.
Christ
founded,
in
the
past
50
Seven Tree Grange and Pioneer
for their first meeting of the New
City. Their daughter Judith was at Ingraham's Hill Monday night Youth Fellowship will hold its first
George's Church at 7 p. m. 73-S-tf in the world located in a village.
years.
of
East
Union
have
been
invited
year, at the home of the leader.
cared for at the home of her grand She received many lovely gifts. Re meeting of the season in the vestry
No longer does any one de
Mrs Lawrence Hunt. Meadow road to attend Harvest Sunday Oct. 2, parents Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
at 6.00 p. m.
nomination
feel that it alone
freshments were served. The room
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New members were: Roma Jean
Fales, during their absence.
, named therein, without bond.
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Butler, Sandra Daggett and Diane
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Rogers of aqua Games were enjoyed. Those Church the Sunday morning wor
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Church of Christ has many wit
the
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on
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will
be
sold
Morrison. Old members Marita
nesses and people have come to , of the estates hereinafter named: as Mrs. Freeman F. Brown, late of
the Harvest supper, San Marino, Calif., were overnight present were: Barbara Knowlton. ship service will be held at 10.30
Butler. Maida Jenkins. Bernice following
At a Probate Court held in Rock Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti
guests Wednesday at the home of Ramona Dow. Marion Rogers, El when Rev. L. S. Staples, president
value the experiences each has land.
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night.
in and for the County of tion for Probate thereof, asking
Hunt and Jeanine Wooster. New
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Silas
Watts.
They
will
len Newman, Laura Hyvari, Evelyn of the Maine Conference Board of
passed through in the search Knox, on the twentieth day of Sep that the same may be proved and
Greeted Supt. and Teachers
officers elected were Edith Hunt,
visit friends in Farmington, and Norton. Alice Travis Fowles, Jo Missions, will conduct the ritual of
tember, in the year of our Lord one allowed, and that Letters Testamen-^
after truth.
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later in Boston, before motoring sephine Gustin, Joyce Rice, David Recognition for Miss El zabeth
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and
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home
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of
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The following
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Diane Morrison and Roma Jean families was held Thursday night
matters having been presented for Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe
an understanding of the Lord
Rev. C. D
Butler, color bearers; Marita But in the vestry of the Methodist ed a few novel numbers with the Richards, Don Teel, Bobby McMa Methodist Church.
and Saviour Jesus Christ and the action thereupon hereinafter in tition for Probate thereof, asking
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dicated it is hereby ORDERED:
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the upbuilding of God s King
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The Jewish people of Portland of this order to be published three [ lips of Rockland, he being the ex
Service." Worldwide Communion
Those attending the inspection ifred Kenoyer and Mrs. Kenoyer; Elizabeth Harding standing the
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in
The
Ccurierecutor named therein, without
are building a new Synagogue
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Rev. Edward R. Nelson, acting may appear at a Probate Court to j Washington, deceased. Will and
Mrs Lilia Ames, Mrs. Blanche Ler- Edmund Gibson. Miss Donna Shaw burg and Union. Several numbers tended the funeral of Mrs. Lincoln the Church Sc.hool at 11 a. m. The
as President of the Portland be held at said Rcckland on the ] Petition for Probate thereof, askinA.
Youth and Adult classes will meet
mond. Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs and Miss Cecil Lewis of the High were called and responded with Grindle in Camden Tuesday.
Council of Churches in greater eighteenth dav of October. A. D l that the same may be proved and’
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Doring are at 11.30 a. m.. Rally Day will be
Blanche Vose, Mr. and Mrs. For School faculty and Mrs. Maxine My first teacher and where I went
1943, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, J
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understand
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of
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in
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j semi-circle at the front of the followed by actordian solos by an who escaped from jail in Har board at 8 p. m. The Circle Supper
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bate thereof, together with a Peti of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Dr. Thompson pastor of Woodroom were welcomed by Rev. C. S. Faye Robbins, and remarks by Supt. risburg, South Africa, was located will be served Wednesday at
tion for Probate of Foreign Will, Administration asking that Ruby
Church News
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Deeds in Book 293, Page 466. con- strators. Executors Guardians and together with a Petition for Pro late of Owl's Head, deceased. First
in the homes, until the first school
j veyed to Depositors Trust Com- Conservators and on the dates bate of Foreign Will, asking that and Final Account presented for
was built in the Hawes district in
' pany. a corporation established by hereinafter named.
the copy of said will and codicil may allowance by Mary Hanley, Execu
WARNER BROS!
MABEL SHERMAN of Rockland, be allowed, filed and recorded in trix.
law. and having its place of busi
1791. In 1807 there were 67 pupils
September 1. 1949, Chauncey M. D. the Probate Court of Knox County,
and His Orchestra
ness
at
Augusta,
in
the
County
of
ESTATE MARGARET R. CLARK,
registered. The first High School
Keene of Rockland was appointed and that Letters Testamentary is
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Kennebec and State of Maine—
DANCING EVERY
late of Rockland, deceased. Pinal
was built in 1886 with Dora A.
Conservator
and
qualified
by
filing
A certain lot or parcel of land,
sue to Gerald Wayne Caner of' Account presented for allowance by
SATURDAY NIGHT
Stone the first teacher.
together with the buildings there bond on same date.
Philadelphia, Pa., and Kenneth Gerald U. Margeson, Administra
91-S-tf
on situated in Rockland, County of
EDITH ALICE HICKS, late of Stevens Van Strum of Santa Bar tor.
Mrs. Nelson Calderwood presenti Knox. State of Maine, bounded and Rockland, deceased. September 20. bara. California, without bond
ESTATE FRANCIS E. HARRING
described as follows, to wit: BE 1949, Lucien K. Green of Rockland
fe« «asasc.____
JESSIE L. ROBERTS, late of
GINNING in the easterly line of and Arthur St. J. Whiting of Fram Quincy, Massachusetts, deceased. TON, late of Essex. Conn., deceased.
KWMteo
nE WY»n
• WAYNE MORRIS • WALTER BRENNAN
I Broadway at its intersection with ingham Center, Mass., were appoint Exemplified Copy of Will and Pro First and Final Account presented^
4<vi D..«c»ed s
DELMER.DAVE5 JERRY WALD
) the southerly line of Rankin Street; ed executors, and qualified by filing bate thereof, together with a Peti for allowance by Alan L. Bird, Ad?F
DON’T MISS THIS
thence south forty-six (46i degrees bond on same date Gilbert Har tion for Probate of Foreign Will, minis trator.
ESTATE LUCY M KENNEDY,
thirty (30) minutes east by said mon of Camden was appointed asking that the copy of said will
Rankin Street ninety (90) feet to Agent in Maine for Arthur St. J. may be allowed, filed and recorded late of Rockland, deceased. Fourth
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
i land formerly of Hupper;
thence Whiting.
in the Probate Court of Knox Account presented for allowance by
There is a little of Anna in the
! south forty-five (45) degrees thirty
AND EVERY OTHER TUESDAY
CHARLES A. E. LONG, late of County, and that Letters Testa William T. White, Trustee.
(30) minutes west by land of said Matinicus deceased. May 17, 1943,' mentary issue to Walter A. Roberts
ESTATE D. PRESTON WYSONG.
best of women—more in the
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Hupper ninety-five (95) feet to the Winfred T. Long of Norwalk. Con- ! of Quincy, Mass., without bond.
late of Camden, deceased. First
8.30-12.00. Admission, 75c tax included.
northerly corner of land conveyed necticut, was appointed executor,
worst!
GEORGNA ROBISHAW. also and Final Account presented for
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCES BY
by Lena E. Merrill to F. E. Ha and qualified by filing bond on Sep
known
as Georgie Robishaw. late of allowance by Veronica C. Wysong,
vener by deed recorded in Knox tember 20, 1949. Frank F. Harding
WOODCOCK'S ORCHESTRA
Rockland,
deceased. Will and Pe Executrix.
Registry of Deeds. Book 262, Page of Rockland was appointed Agent
Knox-Waldo Hairdresser's Association.
ESTATE THOMAS S. GROSS,
tition
for
Probate thereof asking
511; thence westerly by land of in Maine.
that the same may be proved and 1 late of Rockland, deceased. First
Havener
to
the
easterly
line
of
^jgrazramzraanfajzrafaraiaraizrajararaiajBrafararajzjaraiajBiBrai?'
GRACE E. VEAZIE. late of Rock allowed and that Letters Testa and Final Account presented for al
Broadway; thence north thirty-one land,
deceased. September 20, 1943, mentary issue to Harvey J. Robi- lowance by Sterling C. Gross, Ad-^
(31) degrees thirty (3O> minutes
“
A. Veazie of Rockland ' shaw of Rockland, he being the ex- ministrator
west by said Broadway ninety- Katherine
appointed executrix, without ecuior named therein, without bond
ESTATE LUCY C. FARNS
seven (97) feet to the place of be was
bond.
ANNA ULMER SEAVEY. late Of WORTH. late of Rockland, de
ginning.
WILLIAM E BRAMHALL. late Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe ceased. Fifth Account presented
AND WHEREAS the condition of
said Mortgage has been broken; of Friendship, deceased. Septem tition for Probate thereof, asking for allowance by Boston Safe De
LAST TIMES TODAY
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of ber 20 1949, Genie O. Bramhall of that the same may be proved and posit and Trust Company, Trustee.
ESTATE FRANCIS E. HARRING
the breach thereof, the said Deposi Friendship was appointed admini-' allowed1 and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Clara F. Cates of TON late of Essex. Conn., deceased.
tors Trust Company claims a stratrix, without bond.
Foreclosure of said Mortgage and
FRANCES C. RYDER, late of Rockland, she being the executrix Petition for Distribution presented
• FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
by Alan L. Bird of Rockland, Ad
has caused this instrument to be Rockland, deceased. September 20. named therein, without bond.
• PROMPT SERVICE
signed in its corporate name by J. 1949. Ralph L. Wiggin of Rockland
ALBERT W. HOOPER, late of St. ministrator.
M. Owens, its Vice President, was appointed executor, and quali George, deceased. Will and Peti
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR,
• ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED
thereunto duly authorized, this 13th fied by filing bond on September 28. tion for Probate thereof, asking that Esquire, Judge of Probate for Knox
1943
day of September, A. D. 1949.
tlie same may be proved and al County, Rockland, Maine.
£
TELEPHONE 257,
THOMASTON. MAINE
Attest:
DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY
lowed, and that Jetters Testamen Attest:
90-91
By J. M. Owens, its Vice President.
WILLIS R. VINAL.
tary issue to Fred E Hooper of St.
WILLIS R. VINAL,
Register. George, he being the executor 91-S-97
85-S-91 j9I-S-97
Register.
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CAMDEN THEATRE

Joe Avery

FOLK DANCE

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

MEL'S

For Expert RADIO SERVICE

GARYCOOPER FOR IHE GREATEST
SHOW ON MIRTH
V

Social Matters
Mrs. Karl Leighton leaves to
Miss Virginia Manning is em
ployed in the Sulka Jewelry store. morrow for a two months' vsiit
with her mother, Mrs. Charles E.
Chapin Class will hold its first Webster and her aunt, Mrs. Edwin
meeting of the season, next Tues P. Dewey, in Covina, Calif.
day night with Miss Edna Payson.
Mrs. Gladys Hall of Newburgh.
A good attendance is desired as
there is an important matter to de. N. Y., is vis ting Mrs. E. C. Boody,
Jr., Pleasant street Mrs. Hall is
cide.
planning to make her permanent
Rockland Women's Club will hold home in this city.
its first meeting of the season at
Paul Moran is attending the
the Farnsworth auditorium Mon
day night at 7.30. The annual American Mutual Insurance Insti
white elephant sale among the tute this week at the Hotel Ken
* members will take place. Hostesses more, Boston.
r are the club officers. Mrs. Eleanor
The Shakespeare Society will
Johnson, Mass Margaret Adams.
Mrs Louise Tripp. Mrs. Betty Pease meet Monday night with Mrs.
Laura Buswell, Talbot avenue. Mrs.
and Miss Marion Ginn.
Alice Jameson will be the leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Reed
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs.
and sons Raymond Lee. Donald and
David
L. McCarty were hostesses
Billy Joe leave today to spend a
month with Mrs. Reed's relatives to the Wednesday Night Club at a
in the West. They will visit Mrs. | picnic supper this week at the
Reed's sister, Mrs. Edw’ard Lutz in I Burgess cottage at Cooper's Beach,
Spearville, Kansas, her father Dan- with husbands as special guests.

A el

Downey and other' relatives in |
Wright, Kansas, her brothers,1
Henry and Raymond Downey in,
Stratton, Colorado and another'
brother, John Downey in Buffalo, j
Oklahoma.

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R..
will meet Monday afternoon at 2.30
with Mrs. Clara Thurston, Beech
street, with Mrs. Lucy Carter, Mrs.
Bernette Bain, Miss Isabel Bain,
Mrs. Mabel Roll ns, Mrs. Leah
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets at 7.30 i Fuller and Mrs. Angelica Glover
as assisting hostesses. Rev. Fred
Monday night.
Supper at 6.1
erick Loungeway of Camden will be
o'clock The Department President
guest speaker. ,
and Department Inspector will be |
present. All officers are requested ■ Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burgess,
jAo come early to participate in the who spent the Summer at their
work.
Megunticook Lake cottage, have
____
I
reopened their home on Masonic
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
street.
Memorial Baptist. Church met with ,
Mrs. Alfred Lord, Bay View Square j Mrs. Albert R. Havener. Jr., was
Wednesday night. These officers given a surprise stork shower
were elected Co-presidents, Mrs. Thursday at her Crescent Beach
Lillian Lord and Mrs. Katherine home, with Mrs. Donald Russell
Gregory, co-v.ce presidents, Mrs. and Mrs. Ralph Clark. Jr„ as hos
Harriet Lord and Mrs. Therese tesses. Mrs. Havener was presented
Chase; secretary, Mrs. Margaret a g ft of money. Delicious refresh
j^A'jord; assistant secretary, Mrs. ments were served by the hostesses.
Catherine Cress; treasurer, Mrs. Invited guests were: Mrs. Thedoore
Maggie Farnham; chaplain, Mrs. ■ Allard, Mrs. Edward Greenleaf. Jr.,
Ruth Barker. The monthly supper Mrs. R. Morton Estes, Mrs. John
meeting will be held next Wednes Duff, Mrs. Charles McMahon. Mrs.
day in the vestry with Mrs. Ruth Douglas McMahon. Mrs. Harold
Barker, chairman.
Heal, Mrs. Dcnald Morang. Mrs.
Lawrence Blood. Mrs. Fred Knight,
Mrs. Mae Dalzell, who had been
Miss Eleanor Weed, Miss Vina Delconvalescing at the residence of
monico.
Miss
Sylvia
Adams,
her daughter in Saco, has returned
Miss Anne Tootill and Miss Pauline
home, accompanied by her daugh
Stevens of Rockland Mrs. Willard
ter and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. i
Johnson. Belfast, Mrs. Albert R.
* Daniel Howard.
Havener, Sr., Crescent Beach and
For social items in The Courier- Mrs. Sue Todd of St. Petersburg,
Gazette, phone 1044. City.
59tf Fla.

The Y and O Club met with Mrs.
Elmer Pinkham, North Main street,
Thursday night.
Present were
Mrs. Helen Cross, Mrs. Thelma
Racklilf. Mrs Earl Ellis, Mrs. Ed
ward Sylvester, Mrs. Florence Pinkham, Mrs. Shirley Beal, Miss Agnes
Bald, Mrs. George Shute, Miss
Dorothy Shute, Mrs. Lewis Fish,
Mrs. Elmer Pinkham, Mrs. Elmer
W.thee. Lunch was served.
Mr and Mrs. C. E. Thyng and
son David and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Scholl of Newtonville, Mass., will
spend the week-end w th Mr. and
Mrs. Robert E. Lindquist, Lincoln
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Levinthal,
Summer street had as guests the
past week-end Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Magen of Brooklyn. N. Y. and Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Targove of New
York City. Mrs. Targove is Mr.
Levinthal s sister.

Mrs. Cheever Ames was over
night guest Wednesday of Dr. and
Mrs. Guy Wilson in Old Town.

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Axel Peterson and
son, Corp. Donald Peterson of
Manchaug, Mass., were guests the
past week of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Ames. Frank Fessenden of Whit
insville, Mass., is visiting his daugh
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Ames.
The High School French Club
met Friday to discuss plans for the
next 12 meetings. Committees were
chosen for three meetings. Class
officers are: President, Priscilla
Carleson; vice
president, Sadie
Gustavson; secretary, Jean Kelwick; treasurer, Patricia Skoog.
Other members are Phyllis Robert
son,
Anne
Robinson,
Marion
Woodcock, Edith MacDonald, Ada
Dyer. Helen
Philbrook, Harriet
Martin and Greta Skoog.
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew have re.
turned from a visit in North Wey
mouth, Mass., and Oquossac.
The Farm Bureau will meet
Tuesday at the G.A.R. rooms. Host
esses are Mrs. Charlotte Burgess
and Mrs. Charlotte MacDonald.
Subject of the meeting will be
“Buying for Men and Boys." Esther
Mayo home demonstration agent,
will be present.
Royal Arch Chapter had work on
three candidates Thursday.
Mrs. Jessie Lloyd has been home
from Boston, for the past week.
Everett Libby went Friday on a
business trip to Augusta.
At Camp Drew Drop, Pleasant
River. Mrs. Cleo Shields was host
ess Wednesday to the Night Hawk
Club. A box lunch was served.
Sara Bunker, returned Wednes-

..HOUSESHERMAN.INC:

NEVER has so mock
h'sfceniry pleasure
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, . , and 45 rpm records ara law in catll And Seal
clastic* only 95q all others, 651 (plus excise fax).

IN PALM BEACH HURRICANE
•-•-a--*

970-29th Street
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Sept. 6
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
The 1949 hurricane has been es
timated as doing thousands and
thousands of dollars damage. Most
of the native Floridians reported
it to be as bad as the 1928 hurri
cane except for the lives that were
lost.
The homes of today are built to
stand the winds; as back in '28 they
were Just built for shelter for the
incoming tourists during the boom;
also never having the hurricane
advisories as of today.
Winds did reach 155 miles per
hour. Every part of West Palm
Beach and surrounding areas does
not look like the pictures shown in
papers. These were just pictures
of the most destructive places, al
though there was a total of five
deaths.
The freak winds left very few
homes without some damage. Most
of the docks were washed away:
cocoanuts were flying like spitballs; trees snapped off and up
rooted, some falling and missing
homes by inches. Even a few
royal palms fell, and they look and
are the next thing to cement.
It was really an experience one
will never forget. We took shelter
with our neighbor. Six of us were
wiping water for hours. During
one breathing spell the house just

trembled, but we had no time to
be scared as we continued to wipe
water again.
Rains and wind started to come
at 10.30 a. m. and hit full force at
4 p. m. When the lull came short
ly after 7 p. m., we dared to stick
our noses outside. Shingles had
landed everywhere; trees and
branches were lying on the ground;
the street was blocked completely.
A chicken coop, washing machine
cover, and a garbage tin had
loosened from their moorings.
Really, as the saying goes, "a sight
for sore eyes.”
We were running around with
candles and flashlights, and had
been since 4 o’clock; having only
a trickle of water, except for what
we had down in bathtubs and
utensils: telephones were complete
ly dead; and only one of four radio
stations was able to broadcast.
Credit certainly should be given
to the electric, water, city and
telephone workmen, as they have
worked around the clock to get
things back to normal. Telephone
men came from as far as California
to aid. Except for a few telephones
being out of order, in general
things are pretty much back to
normal.
We all have a “prayer in our
hearts” that this one will be the
last for a good mnnv years.
Mrs. Marion Lembo.
(Formerly Marion White of
Vinalhaven i.

CAMDEN

Sept. 29, with Typhoons vs. Tor
nadoes; Friday, the Whirlwinds
played the Tempests and the Hurri
canes the Cyclones. Oct. 6 it will
be Whirlwinds vs. Cyclones: Oct. 7
Typhoons vs. Hurricanes and Tem
pests vs. Tornadoes
The men of the Methodist Church
will gather at the parsonage Sat
urday afternoon to work on the
garage The ladies of the WSCS
will serve a public supper at the
church tonight. Rev. Michael Mil
len of “Landhaven" will assist
Rev. B. F. Wentworth at the
Worldwide
Communion Service
Sunday morning at 11 o’clock. The
Methodist Youth Fellowship will
meet in Rockport Sunday at 5.30.
Officers for this organization were
elected Sunday: President, Doris
Richards: vice president. Shirley
Fuller; secretary, Margaret Ers
kine; treasurers, Carolyn Richards
and Annie Erskine; and worship
leader, Ralph Miller.
A men's class will start at the
Congregational Church. Rev. F. S.
Loungway conducting, next Sunday
at 9.45.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheridan
returned to their home in Taunton.
Mass., Friday after a couple days'
visit with Capt. and Mrs. John E
Husby.

Mrs. Maude Ames has returned
to her home in Lincolnville after a
visit with her sister, Mrs. George
Mutch.
Mrs. Jennie Small was elected
Noble Grand of Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge Wednesday. Other
officers elected were Mrs. Jannette
Dennison vice grand; Miss Bessie
Bowers, secretary; Mrs. Lillian Her
rick. Treasurer; and Mrs. Mabel
Withee, a trustee for three years.
The Rebekahs will hold installation
Oct. 12, with Lina Carroll, of
Rockland, district deputy president,
as installing officer.
The first Fall meeting of the
Friends-in-Council will be held
Tuesday at the home of Mrs Mar
ion Caswell. Lincolnville. A cov
ered dish luncheon will be served
at 1 o'clock. Transportation com
mittee is: Mrs. Evelyn Goodwin and
Mrs. Edna Ames.
The annual rummage sale of St.
Thomas Episcopal Parish will be
held Friday at the Parish Hous"
Parcels may be left Oct. 5 and 6
The Camden and Rockport
W.C.T.U. meets Tuesday afternoon
at the home of Rev. and Mrs Bar
nard. Washington street.
A dinner will be served at the
YMC A. Monday at 630 for the
Campaign Workers. Reports will
be made and it is hoped that the
$4,000 which was the goal of this
week’s drive, will have been reached.
At the dinner last Monday, launch
ing the campaign, the Y.M.C.A
president, Rev. Melvin H Dorr, Jr.,
D. D., and Alton Green, chairman
of the City Division, State YMC A,
were the speakers. The Y.M.C.A
Men's Bowling League will start its
schedule Monday, at 7 p. m. Dates
for first two weeks: Monday. Bruins
vs. Post Office; Oct. 4. Dark Room
Five vs. Senators; Oct. 5, Braves
vs. Knoxers Oct. 6. "Y" Cubs vs.
Lions; Oct. 10, Braves vs. Bruins;
Oct. 11, Cubs vs. Senators; Oct. 12,
Lions vs. Knoxers; Oct. 13. Post
Office vs Dark Room Five. The
Ladies Bowling League started

Read Thi Courier-Gazette
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Poems of original composition
by subscribers Owing to space
limitation, brevity is requested
»o insure a greater variety of
contributions.
LAST NIGHT
The moonlight on the water
Made a path of golden fight
That reached far across the sea
Into seeming endless night.
And a wall of murky darkness
Stretched away on either side,
Rocks, shoals and treacherous cur
rents
Other dangers there did hide.
Oh, the dark and boundless ocean
Is like the sea of life.
As we travel on our journey
In this world of endless strife.
Look! a bright and shining path
way,
Goes beyond life's darkened sea.
It is narrow, bright and shining.
At the end. my Lord I see.
For the Light of the world is Jesus
And He'll take us by the hand
And will lead us ever onward
On that pathway bright and grand.
And when all on earth is over
In the Promised Land well be.
There well live with Him forever
And His glory we shall see.
—Elmer Ames.
APPRECIATION
The h gh tide beauty we enjoy the
more
Along the rippling reaches of the
harbor shore
Because we’ve seen the mud flats
bare and wide
Exposed before us by lew ebbing
tide.
So all life's beauty we enjoy the
more
Because of ugliness that we have
seen before.
The comfort, peace, security of life
We more appreciate after pain and
strife.
Allison M. Watts,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

EAST LIBERTY
Mrs. Gertrude Skinner
Mrs. Gertrude Colby Skinner who
has been in poor health for sever
al years died Wednesday.
Mrs. Skinner was Gertrude S.
Knowles and was born in Montville
Sept. 7. 1875 She was twice mar
ried. Her first husband being Sew
ell P. Colby, who died in 1925.
Ol this union eight children were
born. The two oldest George and
Helen died several years ago. The
former in World War I.
Later in life she was married to
Herbert L. Skinner who survives
her. Other surviving relatives are
a daughter. Mrs. Ruth Ladd, sons
Allen Lawrence and Lloyd Colby of
Liberty. Elmer Colby of Kittery
and Russell Colby of Swanville.
Mrs Skinner died at the home
of her daughter where she had been
well cared for the past few years.
She was a Golden Sheaf Certifi
cate member of South Montville
Grange and a member of Arbutus
Chapter O.E.S. Liberty.
Following her request a private
funeral will be held at the Ladd
Home Saturday. Burial will be at
South Montville cemetery.

tram

The tenth observance of WorldWide Communion will have some
unique features Sunday morning
at Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church.
The president of the
Maine Conference Board of M sslons. Rev. Louis S. Staples, will
conduct the Ritual of Recognition
for Miss Elizabeth B. Hempstead,
a member of the local church about
to sail for India under the Board
of Missions of the Methodist
Church.
The message of the morning will
be delivered by Rev. C. D. Went
worth of Augusta. “The Fellowsh p
of Christian Service.”
The Methodist Church devotes
the World Communion offering to
the Chaplains' Fund and to Over
seas Relief In the past year this
fund has been used to aid hungry,
sick and homeless people in 28
Countries. The Augusta District

Conference which met in Fairfield
on Tuesday was addressed by Dr.
Charles R Osborn of Boston rep
resenting Church World Service,
malting an appeal for homes and
work for Displaced Persons of Eu
rope.
In response to this appeal, Perry
F Rich has signed an application
for a married couple of displacod
persons. All who attend the service
Sunday will receive copies of the
illustrated booklet. "The Metho
dists of Maine Annual Conference
are going the Second Mile in the
Advance for Christ and His
Church.”
It is with almost dramatic effect
that this church on the observance
of World Communion can send
forth a member to world service
and at the same time offer a
refuge and new opportunity for
two sufferers of the great upheaval
in Europe.

The Flapper’s Return

eluded now in the pattern books.
You might call it a “sweeping" ac
ceptance.''
Mainbocher. designer to the up
per crust, confirms the opinion:
“I have been showing short
dresses ever since L-85 (wartime
restrictions) would permit. I think
that if a woman's legs permit it,
the shorter evening dress is young,
er and more fa-hionable than the
long, from dinner dress right
through to ball dresses."
Fashion magazines such as
"Vogue” and “Harper's Bazaar''
show the street-length evening
gown as an important Winter fash
ion. Designers such as Sophie. Hat.
tie Carnegie, Adrian and Lilly
Dache feature it in their current
collections.
It seems the fashion Is here to
stay—at least for a season—and
that once more it's the style to
show your ankles when you dance.

Said To Be Due For a Come
back In the “Fabulous
Fifties”
The flapper of the Terrible Twen
ties is due for a comeback in the
Fabulous Fifties.
Newest indication is the return
of the short evening aress. a fa
vorite of the jazz age, now gaining
general acceptance in the bebop
era. Along with the single bob, the
shorter skirt and the ' bunny hug”
coat, it is a sign of the times.
Although the short evening dress
has appeared in la.shion collections
for the last four or five years it
has established itself as a major
fashion in all price ranges and age
groups just this season. Fashion
authorities agree that well be see
ing it this Winter on Main street
as well as Park Avenue.
This nostalgic garment is shown
in various phases, mo.4 extreme ol
which is the street-length chiffon
sheath, embroidered in rhinestones
just as the John Held girls used
to wear them back in 1925. The
waistline however has not dropped
to the hips, and the bustline is still
allowed its natural curves.
An indication of the wire accep
tance of the trend comes from
Ruth Jacobs, fashion editor of
Women's Wear." who says:
“Theres no question about it—
short evening dresses are at their
peak of acceptance right now. Al
though they've been around for
several years, we have noted that
each year has seen a more general
acceptance throughout the country.
At first this was a limited big-city
fashion. Now short evening dresses
are selling at all price levels, and
to all age groups. They're even in-

■ —,

St. Gorge Grange will hold a
Booster Night, Oct. 7. at 8 p. m.
Grangers are invited from Owl's
Head, Wessaweskeag and Ocean
View, also any nen-members who
are interested. Refreshments will
be served by the host Grange.

About 12 per cent of the 250,000 cases of total blindness in the
United States are due to the eye
disease glaucoma.

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
PRIVATE READING
And Questions Answered $1.00

REV. RUTH MATHIAS

Advisor
Over 20 years helping folks
Consult at THORNDIKE HOTEL
MON.-Tl'ES., OCT. 3-4
Two Days Only. Hrs. 9 a.m.-9p.m.
89-91
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E .EP YOUR FAMILY WARM

Grange Corner
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Mended for
your delightI
Made by Master Chefs from only the choicest ingredients,
Haviland Chocolates are famous for their fresh, delicate flavor.
Every regular assortment includes more than twenty distinctive
varieties smooth creams, delightfully chewy nougatines
/ A__________ - and crisP nutmeats ... all
X
dipped in velvety smooth
\
Haviland Chocolate,
v
Buy a box today!
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95c
the pound
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Another New Line At

StNTER-CRANE'S

Vk

BUDGET TERMS ARRANGED

PHILCO
Plays through
your present set!
You can get more than 1000 45 rpm record titles
right now! Others pouring out all the time!...featur
ing "the stars who make the hits..." and "the world's
greatest artists..."! Get Ihe system of the future NOW
at this low price — enjoy unmatched listening pleasure!

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
«

Methodists Ritual Of Recognition For “Betty”
Hempstead—A Displaced Couple

Former Vinalhaven Woman Paints a Vivid
Picture Of What Happened There

P
H
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Florence Pot Type and Sleeve Type Oil Heaters Give
You These EXCLUSIVE Features—
(Plus Many Others)
* More Heat From Oil.
* Transmits Heat Evenly and Quickly.
* Saves Chimney Heat-Waste.

HOME RADIOS
P
CAR RADIOS
H
PORTABLES
I
REFRIGERATORS L
FREEZERS
C

SAVE OIL

o

THE RADIO SHOP
442 MAIN ST.,

UNUSUAL SUNDAY SERVICE

The Lyric Muse

day to Rockland, where her mother
Mrs Cora Bunker is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Marguerite Chapter O.E.S. meets
Monday nigHT. Past Matron and
Past Patron Night will be observed.
All Past Matrons and Past Patrons
will be guests of honor. Mrs. Carrie
F Mullen is chairman of refresh
ment committee.
Albert E. Carver has returned
from a visit with relatives in Bath
and Boston.

This changer brings into your home the
amazing 45 rpm system, the new wonder of
the world of music! Completely automatic
changer—world’s fastest! Plays through
your present set!

• Plays the amazing 100% distortion-frea
45 rpm records!
• Plays up to 10 records at one touch of
a button — up to 50 minutes of music!
• Easier loading! No posts or clamps to
adjust.
• No storage problems—all records are
convenient 7-inch size! (Can play as long
as ordinary 12-inch!)
• Non-breakable records! Wear up to ten
times longer.
• Virtually no surface noisel

RugSeygr
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ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 721

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

517 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
55-S-tf

PHILCO

SAVE MONEY

FARNSWORTH BUILDING

*352 MAIN ST..
i

ROCKLAND. ME.,

TEL. 980
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UNIVERSAL AND HOTPOINT

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
55-S-tf
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REALM of

GUARDIANS

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

^4

by

Old Time Cops

Here Are Some Timely Warn
ings With the Season
Opening

John M. Richardson

Gladys S. Heistad

Of Our Coast
Trail Blazers; Stephen Foster and
the War Between the States: Ar- '
tistic Summits and the Three
Princes: In Ligher Vein and Amer- [’
ican Women; Music From the Soil;
The New Renaissance--Today and
Tomorrow.
• • • •
Carleton J Smith, director of |
..... AA
4 a Indteotes
rated as .11
follows;
indicate- I the National Arts Foundation of
highly recommended: A. recoin- I the United States, on a two-month
musicology tour of Austria, Czecho
mended; B intermediate; C. not
slovakia and Germany, reports
recommended In the list of Sep
that every major musical manu
tember are noted the following:
• Serenade in D Major, for Flute. script of Richard Wagner, except
Violin and Viola. (Op. 25> Beetho- those which fell into the hands of
\fn. pi ived by Wummer. Schneider Adolph Hitler, has been recovered.
and Katims <of whom mention was The precious missing scores, given
made in last week’s column! Six to Hitler by the German Chamber
sides Columbia Set 839 Enchant of Commerce on April 20. 1939
ing. early Beethoven, well played as a birthday present, included th
only full score in the world of Die
except for the violinist’s tendency
io attack savagely
marvelously Walkure." a second copy in Waghandwriting of "Da Rheinrecorded Interpretation A. Fidel- ner
tt is important that the names of the men in the group above be available for the forthcoming boo
gold." "Die Seen" (an early work'.
ity of Recording A A
•Penobscot’s Men Ol Steam.” Anv person knowing any or all ol the men w
be conferring a rial favor
Liebesverbot"
and
"Rienzi.
•Das
"My Encores" Bidti Sayao (so
by forwarding the list to the Steamboat Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
Smith has visited Bayreuth
Mr
prano). Eight sides. Columbia Set
where he was told by Wieland
833
Nine songs from France.
Wagner, grandson of the composer
Spain, South America, England.
and present head of Wahlfried, the
U S A., that make for delightful
jy(yygay? "• -r rfamily home, that the Wagnerian
listen.ng. Sung exquisitely despite
festivals would be resumed next
* .: <
**♦ a*
an occasional tendency to flat In
£ •
•• • ■ :r;\
terpretation AA. Fidelity of Re year on July 21. The Bayreuth
cording A Miss Sayao, a Brazilian Festival Playhouse has been reno
and one of the most valued mem vated. new scenery has been creat
bers of the Metropolitan Op“ra. ed. and hotel accommodations ex
ha4 a Summer home. Casa Bidu. panded. The Festival will open
with performances of 'Tristan" and
near Lincolnville Beach
“The Re’urn of the Wayfaring "Parsifal "

Consumers
Research Bulletin.
issued each month, devotes one
page to a report on Phonograph
Records, under the direction of
Walter F Orueninger. Although
n-arly all new releases of serious
music are heard, space narrows
comment, generally, to items which

News from the Light Keepers
and Coast Guard men of the
Penobscot Bay area

MATINICUS ROCK
Guess its about time again to
hear from the Ole' Rock called
Matinicus. We have been absent
for a time but we ask to be ex
cused as things have been happen
ing much out of our control. The
Fall weather is making itself felt
since the 16th. so it’s time again
for the storm windows and Tender
Call with 31 tons of winter's supply
! of that old stuff called coal. We
have about all the other supplies
in now for the Winter months
We have had a nice couple out
j here ’o study the Fall migration
of the birds. Mr and Mrs. Rosario
l Mazzeo of North Cambridge, Mass.
They stayed two weeks and gath
ered much data and took lots of
pictures of the different birds that
i passed this way. heading South
■ Lucky birds, just eat and drink
' and fly to where it's warm. No
' gas or oil stations to worry about
or overnight camps along the way.
' Have lost our second class en
gineer as he was transfered back
to the Whitehead Lifeboat Stat on,
and we were sent out another young
I fellow. Stanley A. Hiller, a fireman
[striking for engineer 3d. and the
! other following rates to carry him
' upwards till he reaches the top
man
Stan has been out here only
• ’sieJI
, since the 11th and already has his
'hoisting engines and houses all
painted for the coming visit of the
sharp eyed inspectors when they
arrive, or our own boss, G A. Tardif (Lt. jg.) commanding officer
' of the Rockland Mooring. The
I Rockland group, lighthouses, 1 fe..........
j boat stations, beacons of all kinds
' keeps Mr. Tardif on the jump al’
: the time and he is on the radio to
I all points, keeping everything
| shipshape and checking as to our
wants and health conditions, fit’ 1
ness of the personnel, etc
jYkUaOKS. 'Nawy.
Towser, the Station's dog. now
L .■ M.- ... ■
**-—e* I has company also, as an extra dog
There are at least four factors which date the picture. At approximately what date was the photo taken? at the Lifeboat Station was sent
__________________________________________________ i out, and do these two have some
The picture above presents am •i time—racing the 25 acres of Rock
11
b
of interesting
factors opened Tuesday morning answering
GEORGES
RIVER
ROAD
J from one end to the other. Towser.
aside from the six steam craft in ! correctly the approximate period
The annual celebration of the the first thing, took the new dog
'date will gain their senders two
CongregaUonfll Church j around ,he Island to show off
sight. The famous old "Water
free tickets each to Strand Theatre.
will
be
held
Oct. 2. Dinner will be | proudly just where his favorite
boat" is in its old time dock astern
served at 11.45 a. m and the pro- j ’J ”" are buried In case of a
of the two steamers laying on the
OWL’S HEAD
gram will beat 130. The gue: shortage of bones this coming WinWestern belth Some of the othcr
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Giesman of speaker will be Rev. F. Mayblom | ter. Good thing, too, as we have
factor<. dale the picture through
Dayton. Ohio, are visiting their of West Paris. Songs will be by put in almost all our food wants
their presence or their absence.
son Robert, and his family.
the West Paris choir and Mrs. for this Winter.
Send your answers to the "SteamSunday morning we will observe Mayblom.
In 1948. April 13. Mr. Tardif had t:
{ Editor' of The CourierWorld-Wide Communion Sunday,
come
out and stand off with the
Gazette and the first two letters
at 9 p. in., with a message by the
picket boat and shoot the shoulder
NORTH
HAVEN
pastor on First Century Commun
Mr. and Mrs Milton Ames an lir.e ashore to us on the Rocks and
known musical authority, author
ism in a 20th Century Country,” nounce the birth of a daughter. follow this small line up with a
of many books about music and
Special music will be a solo by Ack Pamela Ann Sunday.
larger line and in this way we re
how to enjoy music, often called
ley "When I Ain With Him Sun
The pupils of the Grammar ceived three large milk cans of food
“the tune detective,” was the top
day school will be held at 10.15, At School held a party at the School and landed all cans without the
entertainer at the recent dinner
the evening service at 7 p. in , Rev. house Tuesday evening Refresh food getting wet This condition
meeting of the Associated Indus
Kenneth Cassen.- will be the speak- ments and games were enjoyed
will never happen again out here if
tries of Maine in Portland. Dr
er.
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins left Thurs it’s possible to stock up with food
Spaeth holds out that many popu
day for a visit with her daughter. before the weather and sea con
lar tunes are frankly taken from
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Joel Reed in Stafford Springs. ditions begin to play with us felso-called classical, or permanent
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Payson of Conn., stopping overnight with her [ l°ws
music. Tchaikovsky is one of a
S ill have ole "Salty" Morris, and
number of great composers who Weymouth, Mass., are spending a daughter. Mrs Edith Bloom, in
another fellow is coming aboard
Portland.
has furnished inspiration for many vacation at their farm.
Kenneth Marshall of Boothbay
Mr.,. Houston Long of Portland for duty in a few days. We do
hit tunes. His famous First Piano
Concerto has at least 16 variations. Harbor was called here Friday and Mrs A. J. Nichols of Rockland not know now just who will come
In fact, there are so many ar night by the illness of his mother, are occupying the Lermond house out. so can tell you all about this
new man when we receive the next
this week.
rangements, some listeners are un. Mrs Roscoe Marshall.
supply
boat.
Dr
Parson
of
Damariscotta
was
Mrs. Ronald Gillis has returned
able to distinguish the real from
Even away out here we have
in town Saturday on business.
from a visit with her sister. Mrs.
the "steal."
Henry Brown has gone to Bath Meredith Trefrey in New Haven. laughter, music, news, mail from
Many musical people throw up
j home and even sadness too, as we
»
Conn.
their hands in horror upon listen visiting his mother.
lost our best pal and fine shipmate.
Mrs.
R.
J.
Marshall
is
a
patient
ing to these "arrangements." but
! J. L. O'Berry on Sept .9. 1949. The
Read The Courier-Gazette
Dr Spaeth says: “If it gets people at Miles Memorial Hospital at
listening, and gets them interested, Damariscotta.
then it's a fine thing." And cites
THE ATOMIC ANGEI.
as an example that after the movie
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
"A Song To Remember," featuring
The atomic fuss is still with us.
the life and music of Chopin, even
I see, so I enclose a quatrain on
if it wasn’t exactly "according to
the subject. I've noticed that you
Hoyle” and displeased the critics,
print poetry from time to time,
thousands rushed out and bought and this is yours for insertion il
albums of his music.
you see fit. As for myself. I am a

Steamboater’s Problem - “When?”

Stranger”—Burl Ives (filksinger >
Columbia I- P Disk G058 Assort
ment of fairly interesting Noith
American and Bri’ish folksongs
Th‘s recording is mentioned a it is
one o' three which received AA
for both interpretation and Fidel
ity of Recording. 'And perhaps be
cause I admit a weakness for Burl
Ives’ art)
• • • •
Charles Munch, new conductor
of the Boston Symphony Orche>-tra.
started his musical career by play
ing a church organ in his native
Strasbourg. Most naturally he is
interested in the new organ which
Symphony Hall now boasts, replacm he organ installed there when
the Hall was opened in 1900.

One of the favorite artists on
the Telephone Hour is Maggie
Teyte born Margaret Tate in
England
60
years ago. She
got her first applause in Paris, a’
the age of 17. and coined the name
“Teyte" so the French could pro
nounce it. She won notable suc
cess in the United States in the
years between 1911 and 1920. but
was absent for the next 25 years.
She returned in 1945 and was a
greater hit than ever And she
still is her art being one of those
incomparable things that defy des
cription. At the age of 60, when
other singers usually "call it a
day.” Miss Teyte has turned her
talent in two directions. She has
won success on television and this
Summer she put on something
quite new in opera—an abbreviated
version of "Faust" written especially for Miss Teyte by Stephen
Spender. British poet.

Obituary: On Sept 12 at Stamford Conn, age 82 singer and
composer. Grandson of a slave,
he learned spirituals as a boy
Studied under Antoin Dvorak, to
whom he sang the melodies that
were later used in the "New World
Symphony.” Became baritone solo
ist at St. Peter's Episcopal Church
'""and' sang
in New York in 1894
there for 52 years as one of the
most famous church singers in
He composed many
America.
sones and arranged innumerable
Negro spirituals for choral singing.
The foregoing has local interest
in that Mrs. Lilian 8. Copping of
this city personally knew Mr Bur
leigh and had the privilege of
coaching with him Her memories
of Mr. Burleigh are delightful, his
gentle kindly nature, his wide
knowledge of music and his great
interest and research in spirituals.
Doubtless his arrangements ot
spirituals are among the best
knen, not only for choral sing
ing but for solo work.

The New York Herald Tribune
carried an eloquent mention of
Richard Strauss, the great German
composer wh° recentl>' died Quot‘
ing in part, it says:
“Not many men live to see their
works become classics in their own
lifetime, and Richard Strauss stood
in the forefront of those few who
achieved this distinction in his
own era. In the mind of the musi
cal public, the years transformed
him from Strauss the flaming radi
cal into Strauss, the elder states
man: nothing in music is accepted
more calmly today than the works
which once outraged critics and
audiences because of their daring
orchestration.
In a sense he almost lived too
long, for he wrote nothing of great
moment during the last 25 years.
and after the war he had to under Among publicity material that go the humiliation of de-Nazificareached me recently is a leaflet an- tion in order to retain respectabilnouncing a lecture-recital series by ity. The ample fame of his younger
Dr Edwin N. C. Barnes. Dean, days dwindled as the years drew
Washington 'D C.) Musical Insti- on, and its past glories could have
tute. whom I know personally. The brought him but little consolation
series bears the intriguing title of in his poverty-stricken old age . . .
"From the Quavering Pilgrim to It is sad perhaps that Strauss’
the Modern Rumba." and the divi- death will leave so little mark on
sions are: Colonial Muse and the our musical life, which he years
—.----------- --------------------ago enrjChed. It is
sad. too, that
he had no legacy to leave but his
art. and no final comfort other than
the knowledge that he brought far
NELSON BROS. GARAGE more into the world than he took
ROCKLAND, ME. from it."
515 MAIN ST..

Radiator Repairing

....

47-tf

Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, nationally

_______________

"SPEEDY"^ STAPLES GARAGE
he phoned he was

COMING
DOWN TO
---—SEE

V K

STAPLES
GARAGE

thats ood

rve

Always heABD
-------thEY'BE

VEBY REASONABLE AS
^WELL AS RELIABLE

^r<Y6S BUT HE DOESN'T SEE
|| MOW THEY CAN BE SO
SEASONABLE AND TuPN
CUT THE WONDECELJU
W013K THEY DO
HE THINK'S THEY'Pe
JYP'NHj THEMSELVES

Maine war veteran, and nobody in
particular. The verse:
Atomic Angel
He hovers in our vista
With a microscopic eye:
He weeps a tiny teardrop
For martyred joy of sky.
—Walt Wandell
Port Clyde. Sept. 27.
Read The Courier-Gazette

ABOUT A DlSCPERANCY
IN HlS

Bill.

Speedometer

Repairing

STAPLES GARAGE
TEL. 2498,

ROCKPORT, ME

And Testing Of All
Chrysler Products.

Since time immemorial, mankind's pioneers have accepted
the challenge of the unknown, sailing uncharted oceans in tiny
ships, in the search for a better life. That search goes on to
day—in the research laboratories of the world—carried on by
modern pioneers of science. And the success of their quest is
to be seen in the record of their achievements—sulfa, penicillin,
streptomycin, and a host of other “wonder drugs” to help free
mankind from the tyranny of disease. It is our part to bring
these discoveries to you—to make them immediately available
when your doctor’s prescription calls for them.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
FRED L. GOODNOW, Prop.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
66-tf

MAIN AT PARK STS., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 446

------------------------------------------------

Hunters Cautioned

-j

They were not all "Franks” a
generation ago, but we seem to
have fallen upon quite a few of
them. Above was another. Who?

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Florence Burns and Mrs.
Bertha Jameson entertained the
Ladies Aid Sept. 21 at Mrs. Burns

Master Skipper of us all called to
Jack, and Hie fine man he was, he
answered and as ever, never even
kicked—just went along to carry
out whatever orders he may receive
from the Top Commander He is
missed by us al! who worked and
played with him in our daily tasks
A wooden cross has been erected
on the 'Ole Rock' to mark the spot
in our memories that we knew a
fine boy and very good shipmate
who answered without a question
when called.
Lots of things Jack built for us
out here will stand, and we feel
he is still with u.s. He was handy
with carpenter’s tools, made us
machinery parts, lockers, stalls,
cabinets, rough tables for the Au
dubon bird folks when they were
out here, and lots of handy boxes.
Towser just came in with his
new-found friend and feels it’s
time fcr their chew. They are fed
one meal a day so they won't get
too fat. and not be able to get in
and out of the pod when supply
boats come to visit.
So long for now, see you next
letter.
Crew of Matinicus Rock Light
Station.

Mr. Hunter, if you shoot before
you look—You're to blame
If your target is a man, you've
lost your hunting privilege for life/
Look and look again before you
shoot.
There's never a doubt when a
deer is a deer. If it just looks like
a deer. Look Again.
Lots of things move beside a
deer. That motion could be another
hunter.
If you shoot at a sound the
chances are just about even you’re
shooting at a inan and not at a
deer.
a
Yes, a deer’s tail is white—and so
is a man's handkerchief. Wait
for the shoulder shot and if it’s a
man’s shoulder, don't .shoot.
Would you flash-shoot and kill a
man. or wait for a sure shot at a
buck?
Look at your license. That’s a
deer tag. not a man tag, Mr. Hun
ter.
Take your time. Drag out your
deer, not your hunting companion*
Know anybody who looks like a
buik. a pheasant, a fox or a duck?
If n it. why shoot at another hun
ter?
There isn't a hunting accident in
a blue moon but there are lots of
negligent, careless killings right in
our neck of the woods.
Ar? you going to be a skillful
hunter or a careless murderer,
when you pull that trigger? It's
worth a minute’s thought. —-

va

cottage in Warren. There were 42
present.
Mrs Mabel Greenlaw of Kenne
bunkport was a recent guest of
Mrs. Laura Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carey who
returned to their home in Ridgewood N. J,, for two weeks are again
at the E. J. Beckett Apt. They have
as guests, Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred
Kershaw of Lowell Mass.
Miss Leola Meres R. N„ returned
to her nursing at the Maine Gen
eral Hospital Friday £he was ac
companied by her mother, Mrs.
A. O Rodamer who was on a busi
ness trip.
The octopus has the faculty of
changing its color instantly.

JgfJj2£lCj£-'IjrJrJrJr- fc..

SPEND LESS, AND
BUY MORE
D 0 YOU WANT
TO SAVE MONEY?
If you want to save money, read this advertise
ment. if not read a good book, or the news. We
have a Large Stock, bought right, and no store or
corporation can compete with us. A visit here will
quickly convince you.

I carry all standard lines, at prices you can af
ford to pay.
Always remember a Dollar spent
wisely is a good investment.
Gibson, Coolerator, Admiral Electric Refriger
ators and Freezers, all sizes. Youngstown, KitchenKraft, American, and Tracy Sinks and Cabinets.
Glenwood Gas and Oil, or Coal Combination Stoves.
Electric Stoves, Gibson and Admiral,
Monarch,
Quality, Estate Electric Combination Stoves, Dual
Ovens.
Thor, Fairbanks-Morse, Blackstone and
Thor Automatic Electric Washers. The entire line
of International Harvester Deep Freezers and Re
frigerators. Glenwood, and many other makes of
straight Gas Stoves.
Apartment size Electric
Stove $100. Apartment size Gas Stoves $75.00.
Several makes of Kitchen Stoves, with and without
Oil Burners. Bathroom Sets complete, or sold in
separate pieces.
Quaker, Lonagan, Duo-Therm, Am. Gas. Super
flame Oil Burning Heaters. I have a very large
stock of these and we are going to sell them cheap.
Lynn and Silent Glow Range Oil Burners, high
sleeve $27.95.
We carry Sherwin Williams Paint, have a lot of
White Enamel (inside) for $3.00 gal.
Lewyt
Vacuum Cleaners, Hamilton Beech Mixers. Radios
and Radio Combinations, at prices that will floor
you. A few Overstuffed Chairs for $22.95, and 3Piece Sets, first class. Plastic Covered Breakfast
Sets, the latest colors (three) $79.95. Arvin Break
fast Sets, red and black all steel, $49.95. If you
need Us.ed Stoves or Heaters, we have a large stock
of both.
$$

Open Week days, Evenings, Sundays.

$$

YOUR LOCAL FRANCHISED DEALER
Gibson Electric Refrigerators, and Electric Stoves. Deep Freeiers. Inti rnational Harvester Electric Refrigerators and Deep
Freezers. Admiral Electric Refrigerators and Electric Stores.
Monarch Electric Comb, and Glenwood Gas and Oil Stoves.
Kitchen Kraft and Youngstown Kitchens Complete.
Eastern Maine’s Largest and Lowest Price Appliance Store.
Shawmut Bank Finance

Harold B. Kaler, Washington, Maine
Telephone 5-25
89-91

